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The first Pan-European conferen-
ce on the role of public libraries
in the information society was

held in Copenhagen the 14th and 15th
October 1999 under the title �Something
for Everyone - Public Libraries and the
Information Society�.
The conference was an �invitation-

only� event which attracted more than
100 top decision-makers from 31 Euro-
pean countries. Among the speakers were
theDanishMinister of CultureMrs. Else-
beth Gerner Nielsen; the FinishMember
of Parliament Mrs. Mirja Ryynänen,
who, as a member of the European Par-
liament�s Committee on Culture, wrote
an own-initiative report on the role of the
public libraries in the information socie-
ty; IFLA�s Secretary General Mr. Ross
Shimmon;Mr. Bernard Smith, the Head
of DG XIII�s office for Cultural Heri-
tage Applications, and a number of oth-
er prominent people from the European
library sector.

Preface

Rolf Hapel
Library Director

Aarhus Municipal Libraries
On behalf of the planning committee

The purpose of the conference was
to attract attention to the possibilities in
European library policy. The role of the
public libraries in the emerging informa-
tion society in relation to democracy, eco-
nomic development, lifelong learning and
cultural diversity was on the agenda.
Based on the fact that Europe�smore than
40,000 public libraries, together with the
development of virtual networks, form a
strategic potential for a marked improve-
ment of the citizens� quality of life and
democratic opportunities by providing
free and equal access to information of a
high quality.
The conference naturally resulted in

the exchange of knowledge and a foun-
dation of networks among the partici-
pants, but a further result was a policy-
statement, �The Copenhagen Declara-
tion�, which was endorsed by the parti-
cipants. With that a policy-document,
which could influence the development
in the library sector in Europe, is now
available.
Even at this early point in time the

conference has had a very concrete im-
pact on national library grants and poli-
cies in for instance Romania.
The conference was organised by

�PubliCA� - EU�s concerted action initi-
ative on public libraries.
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On14th and 15th October 1999
senior politicians and policy
makers from 31 European

countries met to consider the vital role of
public libraries within the emerging In-
formation Societies. Those attending the
meeting heard about the key roles already
played by many European public libra-
ries in encouraging community identity,
economic development, lifelong learning
and cultural diversity. At the end of the
meeting those present agreed the follow-
ing declaration as a statement of intent
for the future of public libraries across the
continent of Europe.

In support of the

� UNESCO Public Library Manifesto
� IFLA Guidelines on Public Libraries
� Report on the Role of Libraries in
the Modern World of the Committee
on Culture, Youth, Education and the
Media of the European Parliament

� European Commission�s study
� Public Libraries and the Informa-
tion Society

� Council of Europe Cultural Commit-
tee report: Library Legislation and
Policy in Europe

� IFLA statement on Freedom of
Expression

We declare the following as a common
basis for national and European policies
regarding public libraries:

ROLES FOR THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
We support the following roles for public
libraries, highlighted in the LeuvenCom-
munique:*)

DEMOCRACY AND CITIZENSHIP
� Public libraries have a strategic
opportunity to increase quality of life
and democratic possibilities for
citizens of the Information Societies
by providing free and equal access to
high-quality information.

ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
� Public libraries support the growth of
communities through the provision of
information services designed to meet
local needs. They are important tools

*) The outcome of a seminar attended by public library managers from 23

countries organised by PubliCA the Concerted Action for Public Libraries in

Leuven (BE) on 22 August 1998 (www.publica-europe.net)

The Copenhagen Declaration
for reducing disparity between the
information rich and the information
poor citizens of Europe.

LIFELONG LEARNING
� Public libraries provide, through their
wide-spread distribution across
Europe, a cost-effective infrastructure
for lifelong learning and easy access
to the content of the virtual networks.
They also support students at all
levels of formal education.

CULTURAL AND
LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY
� Public libraries are cultural institu-
tions in accordance with the cultural
dimension of the EU-Treaty with a
great responsibility for cultural heri-
tage, literature and literacy.

ACTION BY THE
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
We call on the European Commission to
support the European Parliament initia-
tive �The Role of Libraries in the Mo-
dern World� by promoting practical ac-
tions to implement the recommendations
of the report. These actions should stress
the key role of public libraries in the
emerging Information Society and the
need for a European level information
policy.

ACTION BY NATIONAL
AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS
We call on all national and federal gov-
ernments to take the following actions:

1) Prepare a national information policy
for the development and co-ordina-
tion of all relevant resources, in the
public interest. This policy framework
will recognise the vital and unique
role of public libraries as access
points for the majority of citizens and
be supported by suitable library
legislation.

2) Create suitable networking infrastruc-
ture to support the development of a
national information policy in the
Information Age. The network infra-
structure should draw together all
information creating agencies,

especially the traditional memory
institutions (libraries, museums and
archives), to encourage information
sharing and the creation of joint
resources. The infrastructure should
also encourage practical co-operation
between public libraries.

3) Implement a development pro-
gramme for public libraries that
ensure minimum standards of access
to every citizen including appropriate
information and communication
technologies and suitable levels of
investment to meet those standards.
This programme should reflect the
need for there to be control of deve-
lopments at the level of the local
community through the relevant
municipality or other organisation.

4) Ensure that public libraries are
equipped to provide maximum
access to the new information
resources for all citizens regardless
of financial, physical or educational
abilities and that those libraries have
adequate resources to sustain the
services over time.

5) Lobby the European Parliament to
place public libraries high on the so-
cial agenda now and in the future.

6) Work to ensure that there is an
equitable balance between the rights
of the creators of information and
the rights of citizens� access to the
information that will help them to
lead better lives.

ACTION BY PUBLIC LIBRARIES
1) Be prepared to re-assess roles and
resources and re-design services to
respond to changing social needs.

2) Work towards long-term co-opera-
tion and partnership with other
memory institutions and those
involved with community education.

3) Ensure that citizens are aware of and
feel able to exploit fully all the
resources of the public library
network by effective marketing of
services to all sectors of the commu-
nity.
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14th of October 1999

Introduction to the conference by PubliCA

Public Libraries and the Information Society
The Danish Minister of Culture,Mrs. Elsebeth Gerner Nielsen

Keynote:
The Position of Public Libraries
in Relation to the Information Society
Mrs.Mirja Ryynänen,MP, Parliament of Finland

The Public Libraries and their role in terms
of Social Inclusion, Lifelong Learning,
Cultural Policy and Economic Growth
By the General Director of IFLA,Mr. Ross Shimmon

Public Libraries and Regional Development
speaker Mr. Ioannis Koukiadis,MEP, Professor of Law,
University ofThessaloniki & IoannisTrohopoulos, Director,
Public Library ofVeria, Greece

The President of EBLIDA Mrs. Britt-Marie Häggström
introduces session on National Strategies

The Irish Strategy
by Mr.Tom O�Mahony, Assistant Secretary,
Department of the Environment and Local Government

The Portuguese Strategy
by Mr. José Carreira Marques, the Mayor of Beja Municipality

15th of October 1999

Special session: Perspectives for the public libraries
in regard to the ongoing developments in the
IST programme and RTD activities in DG XIII/E
by Mr Bernard Smith,Head of Unit,
DG XIII/E2, Cultural Heritage Applications

Session on interaction between Society
and Public Libraries by PubliCA
Four short presentations

Democracy and Citizenship
- Mrs. Breda Karun,Deputy Director,
Library Otona Zupancica, Ljubljana

Economic and Social Development
- Mrs.Heather Kirby, Information Services Manager,
Croydon Libraries

Lifelong Learning
- Mr. Franz Meijer, Director, Public Library Rotterdam

Culture and Linguistic Diversity
- Mrs.Tuula Haavisto, Project Manager CECUP
(Central and Eastern European Copyright User Platform)

Questions and Debate

Three 5 minute summaries of the conference by
Director JensThorhauge,
the Danish National Library Authority,Denmark.
Victoriano Colodron,
TechnicalAdviser,Ministry of Education and Culture, Spain.
Audrone Glosiene,Head of Department of Library Science,
Faculty of Communication,Vilnius University, Lithuania.

Presentation of Declaration by PubliCA

Conference Programme
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Public Libraries

and the Information Society

The Danish Minister of Culture,
Mrs. Elsebeth Gerner Nielsen Thank you very much for this

unique opportunity to speak on
a subject which has very high

priority in my political work, and for the
chance to do so to an audience represent-
ing so many European countries that
agree on the importance of developing
public libraries to a new standard.
It is a special pleasure for me to wel-

come PubliCA and all conference parti-
cipants to Denmark as we are very proud
of our libraries � not only the newly
opened Black Diamond at the Royal Li-
brary which you will visit later on, but
also the many extremely good public li-
braries throughout the country. I hope
you will get the chance to visit some of
them as well.
The Public libraries have participa-

ted in the development of the democrat-
ic welfare state. One could say that with-
out free and equal access to information
and the freedom of expression,wemight
have a state and a society, but it would
not be the people�s state and society. In
that sense the public libraries have played
and play a unique and central role in the
European history: The public libraries
show the true face of the state. Their ex-
istence is the expression of article nine-
teen in United Nations Universal Decla-
ration of HumanRights � the expression
of the people�s right ��to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media

and regardless of frontiers.�

Today we focus on libraries because
it becomes more and more obvious that
knowledge is the crucial competitive fac-
tor in the Information Society.TheWorld
Bank recently stated that knowledge is the
single most important factor in develop-
ing and maintaining a democratic wel-
fare state.

In the Information Society a far
greater knowledge potential is accessible
than ever before � the role of the library
is to make use of this growing potential.
The way in which we deal with informa-
tion and IT changes is already affecting
our jobs and daily lives in nearly every

aspect. We see new industries, new mar-
kets, new jobs, new cultural trends pop-
ping up all the time.
In the library field the perspective is,

that via networks more people may get
access to larger amounts of information
in a faster and easier way. An important
point is that the user gets access to the
same amount of material whether she is
a user of a public library in Jutland or a
user of British Library.This represents an
immense potential for growth andwealth.

I think we all agree on this, and it is
my impression that policy development
in the field of libraries has been moving
very fast in Europe in recent years.
In this context I want to make one

remark: Denmark is aware that the pro-
posal for a directive on copyright in the
Information Society can be a curb on the
development. From a Danish point of
view the proposal does not represent a
good balance between the copyright-own-
er and the consideration for the access to
information. During the negotiations on
the proposal we have stated the point that
the conditions of libraries should be as
good as possible in order to secure their
role in the Information Society.
Disregarding the proposal we are in

Denmark quite close to attaining the vi-
sion of the new public library by making
a new common standard using the term
�the extended library�:
We are running amajor project called

Denmark�s Electronic Research Library
which will make digital research resour-
ces available from any connected compu-
ter.
And � which is probably of major in-

terest to this audience � I am going to in-
troduce a newAct on libraries in the Da-
nish Parliament next month.
The proposal for a new act is the re-

sult of a recommendation in the Danish
government paper on the information
society set up as early as 1994 � and it
contains some very important basic prin-
ciples, which I would like to outline in
brief.
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The first principle is that we regard the
library sector as a whole. It is my belief
that the large research and university li-
braries must co-operate with the public
libraries on interlibrary loans. Library
materials should be within reach for eve-
ry citizen, disregarding the access point
to the library system.

We have a unique tool - the DanBib
database - with registration of holdings
in all the larger and medium-sized re-
search and public libraries. It is my inten-
tion to give Internet-based access to this
database and to develop not only search
but also ordering facilities to the entire
holdings.

The second principle is what we call the
extended library.The act will make it ob-
ligatory for all public libraries to give ac-
cess to not only printed material, but also
CDs,multimedia, and the Internet. In this
context I would like to say that it is very
important to me that the new media
should not lead to a weaker position for
the books.

The third principle is that the access to
and use of materials � at the library or by
lending � is free of charge. Inmy opinion
the public library shall be an open house
without payment � simply because it�s
good for all of us and the society as a
whole that citizens have free access to in-
formation and experiences.

The fourth principle is related to an ex-
tended possibility for libraries to charge
users for special services. We have a very
good reason for that � well two actually.
One is in order to create a better economic
situation for the public libraries. But a far
more important reason is that with the
new technology the possibilities for offer-
ing a better service to those, who are will-
ing to pay, are much improved.

The fifth principle is that the county li-
braries will be entrusted with the respon-
sibility for skills development and consul-
tancy in their service areas. TheMinistry
of Culture will sign performance con-
tracts with the county libraries, defining
the tasks with due regard to local needs.
The sixth principle is related to the need

for more co-operation between the pub-
lic libraries. The new Library Act will im-
plement various economic instruments in
the library sector in order to create more
co-ordination and co-operation between
the libraries.

I believe that these principles will en-
sure the standard for the extended library
in a few years time.
I am convinced that we so far have

only seen the beginning. We observe the
development of new professional roles,
and we are spending a lot of effort on the
new technological possibilities that are
given to us.

But in this audience I would also like
to stress the very strong cultural challenge
the public libraries have to deal with. The
cultural role of the public library has al-
ways in practice been not only to give
access to information but actively to in-
spire the users to transform information
into genuine knowledge and a personal
sense of affinity and identity � to give the
users tools to improve their lives.
This task is more important than ev-

er. The public library is sharing it with
many other cultural and social institu-
tions, and my point is that a much closer
co-operation between different institu-
tions and organisations is needed. As has
been stated often and in very different cir-
cumstances our values and conceptions
of family, work, leisure and culture are
changing rapidly, and we need to relate
to some stable values we can share with
one another.
There is no simple answer as to what

these values should be,but they must lead
to a feeling of belonging � an affinity.
ManyDanes have at least this: we share a
history, be it national or local � or more
correct: a common understanding of our
history, the feeling of belonging to a spe-
cific geographical place, a city, a land-

scape. The challenge is to nourish values
in the global village. As citizens in a mul-
ticultural world we need to learn to navi-
gate in the chaos of images and interpre-
tations belonging to radically different
cultures � and we can only do that on the
basis of a solid identity, which at the same
time must be very flexible.
We have to devote our attention to this

field � we have to work on the idea of the
library as a genuine culturalmeeting place
for everyone: Parents, children, students,
immigrants, teenagers and senior citizens.
Behind all these challenges there is a

common objective and desire to strength-
en democracy in the sense of citizen par-
ticipation and political debate as the foun-
dation for social, political and economic
development. Here we need libraries as
the active meeting place and to provide
extended free access to information and
librarians, to support the dialogue and the
free use of information.
In a European context we are doing

something already. Libraries have always
had a broad international orientation, and
I am convinced that there will be a grow-
ing technological co-operation between
the European countries in the future �
rising from sheer necessity.

But I want to stress that there is im-
mense need for new ways of playing a
proactive role in promoting cultural val-
ues and strengthening democracy. I think
that libraries have a unique role to play
in this field. They are trusted by people
and no other cultural institutions have so
many users. They link culture, education
including lifelong learning and public in-
formation. They can - soon - be reached
at any time from any connected compu-
ter.
I am convinced that the libraries have

a potential for impact far beyond our
present imagination � go for it!
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Position of Public Libraries

in Relation to the Information Society

Mirja Ryynänen,
MP, the Finnish Parliament The information society develop-

ment demands to redefine the
position and objectives of all the

institutions which workwith information,
knowledge, and culture. Of these, media
and education have been discussed in the
European Union actively. Libraries have
been a marginal theme.
The situation is changing. Libraries

have been identified as one of the key
elements for open access to information,
which is crucial to the development of a
democratic information society. In Oc-
tober 1998 the European Parliament
adopted an own-initiative report "The
Role of Libraries in Modern Societies",
the first library policy paper in the EU. It
defines the need for the most important
Pan-European actions in the library field.
First, the general development of the

information society is pushing to re-
evaluation of all the institutions which
work with information, data, and knowl-
edge � and indirectly also with culture.
In this connection the roles of education
andmedia have been discussed widely al-
ready, also in the European Union. But
libraries � as well as other memory insti-
tutions like archives andmuseums � have
not been considered. Still, there is a clear
need in the information society to main-
tain an institution which is concentrating
on collecting and organising information
and offering general access to it. Until
now, this work has been underestimated,
but I argue that the situation will change!
Libraries are especially important

now when the whole idea of education is
stressing more and more independent
learning and acting. All citizens must be
able to find and use information. It is the
key rawmaterial � but it is a zero resource
if there are no access points to it and if
documents are in a chaotic order.
Here we can see libraries enter the

stage: "The unique function of libraries is to
acquire, organise, offer for use and preserve pub-

licly available material irrespective of the form

in which it is packaged (print, cassette, CD-

ROM, network form) in such a way that, when

it is needed, it can be found and put to use. No

other institution carries out this long-term, sys-

tematic work." *

Culture must be nominated especial-
ly: it has an important and unique role in
mobilising resources of human beings. It
has been described: "To some extent, culture
makes its influence felt more indirectly than know-

ledge, but it is impossible to imagine how people's

creative powers could be fully activated without

the impact of culture, which extends into the

depths of the mind." *

The challenge to modern societies is
that the basic resource, knowledge, is de-
veloping from information in very indi-
vidual, capricious and unpredictable
processes. It cannot be commanded. Still,
societies can support this development,
e.g. by offering access to cultural and
knowledge treasures.
This can even be translated into eco-

nomical language: to make the most of
the human resources in Europe, this re-
source must be fed rich and various cul-
tural and information contents!
I would like to stress especially the idea

of organising information by libraries. It
is often overshadowed by the second im-
portant side of library work: offering ac-
cess. But in the context of lifelong learning
and new technology all forms of orga-
nising documents are getting more into
focus. This is clear to anybody who has
tried to find something at rarely used In-
ternet web sites.

New lines in the EU
- and in the United States
In accordance with this phenomenon
there are new political lines in the Euro-
pean Union:
The Maastricht Treaty in 1992

launched the cultural aspects. This was
only after a long discussion, which made
it clear that we have to remember to sep-
arate the national view and the Europe-
an view.
The Amsterdam Treaty in 1997 de-

clared citizenship as an important theme.
A significant part of this is among others
granting information skills and access to
information to every European.
In addition to this, the European fu-

ture strategies need tomeet the democra-
tic aspects of the information society de-

* Quotation from the own-initiative report
�The Role of Libraries in the Modern Societies�.
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velopment. One of the crucial points is
again general access to information.
Libraries, especially public libraries,

are good tools in all of these new areas.
But the EuropeanUnion does not sup-

port just any cultural or citizen-concen-
trated project in Europe. In the interests
of the EuropeanUnion there is always to
be found the European element.
So, what can be done on library poli-

cy on the European level, taking into ac-
count that libraries are primarily a part
of national education and cultural poli-
cies?
The own-initiative report "The Role of Li-

braries in Modern Societies", adopted by the

European Parliament in October 1998, is the

first effort to answer these questions.

The same topics have been discussed
in the United States. They have reached
the point where especially the problems
of those lacking access to digital resources
have been studied. The report "Falling
Through the Net: Defining the Digital
Divide" by the US Department of Com-
merce was released earlier in July 1999.
The report is recognising certain risk
groups: minorities, low-income persons,
the less educated, and children of single
parent households, particularly when they
reside in rural areas or inner cities. The
report calls for public policies and private
initiatives to expand affordable access to
critical information resources. But it also
shows, for the first time as far as I know,
that libraries and other community cen-
tres really can diminish the information
gap between the haves and the have-nots.
The 1998 data from theUS demonstrates
very clearly that community access cen-
tres, primarily public libraries, are par-
ticularly well used by those groups who
lack access at home or at work. E.g. un-
employed groups used the Internet in li-
braries three times as often as an average
citizen.

Earlier actions in EU
In the European Union there have been
some efforts to mobilise "the treasures of
the European libraries" since themid-'80s.
These discussions and resolutions led to
two special library programmes under the
3rd and 4th Framework Programmes of
Research and Development (1990-98).
The later programme has been known as
"Telematics for Libraries". They have
been strongly concentrated on IT,because

it has been seen as a good tool to produce
better access to the existing, underused
library resources. These programmes
have had a clear impact on the European
library co-operation and development.
Benefits of this work come to public

libraries indirectly: common standards
and working methods help in the end all
kinds of libraries. But it is a fact that nearly
all the libraries active in these EUprojects
are national libraries or big research and
university libraries. Twomain exceptions
are PubliCA,a network of European pub-
lic libraries, and ECUP, whichwas a copy-
right awareness raising project that
reached public libraries as well.
A new beginning was the so-called

Morgan report in 1997 (The EP Resolu-
tion of 13 March 1997 on the Informa-
tion Society, Culture and Education ). In
this report libraries were for the first time
put clearly onto the place where they be-
long in the information society.
As one result of the Morgan report,

the EuropeanCommission informed that
it will produce a Green Paper about the
role of libraries in the information socie-
ty. For one reason or another, this was
made quite ready but was never pub-
lished. In this situation the Committee on
Culture, Youth, Education and the Me-
dia in the European Parliament decided
to produce an own-initiative report about
libraries. The main reason was that they
wanted to influence the big issues, which
are in preparation in the EU, first of all
the Copyright Directive and the 5th
Framework Programme, which will have
a direct impact on libraries.
I was nominated the rapporteur of the

own-initiative report. The report was
adopted almost unanimously and with a
very encouraging discussion in the Ple-
nary session of the Parliament in Octo-
ber 1998.

Decisions of the EP
concerning library policy
In short, when adopting the own-initia-
tive report, the EP was calling on the
Commission and/or the member states
to take the following actions:
� Libraries must be taken into account
in national and EU information
society strategies and in the respective
budgets.

� Libraries need more resources for
acquiring expensive books.

� The Green Paper on libraries by the
Commission must be completed.

� The users' position must be
taken into account in the copy-
right directive process, the ba-
lance must be maintained - this
was politically the most impor-
tant decision in the short run.

� Support to libraries was demanded
from the 5th Framework Programme
of Research and Development, e.g.
for networking, drafting standards,
preserving, and transferring informa-
tion; there is no longer a named
library program under the 5th
Framework Programme

� A clearinghouse to solve problems of
long-term conservation should be
founded.

� Studies concerning permanent paper
should be done on European level.

� The member states should take care
of digitising their cultural heritage for
the future.

� There should be studies and concrete
support to libraries in licensing
matters, which are/will be the next
big issue in library work.

� The EU cultural and information
budget should be opened to libraries
as well, libraries and their co-opera-
tion should be taken into account
when planning new programmes.

� Problems of legal deposit of interna-
tional and multinational materials,
especially of electronic materials,
should be solved.

� The member states should provide all
types of libraries with modern
equipment, particularly with Internet
connections.

� Free of charge use of public libraries,
in the spirit of the UNESCO Public
Library Manifest, was demanded.

� Free and easy access via libraries to
material produced with the aid of tax
revenues was demanded.

� The member states should organise
updating education and training for
their library professionals.

� A European Union focal point for
libraries should be set up (tasks: co-
ordination of library affairs and
research, training)

� The member states should found
European information points at
libraries in countries where they do
not yet exist.
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� Library statistics should be better and
more comparable both on national
and European level.

� The national Parliament libraries
should be opened to the MEPs in
countries where this is not yet the
practice.

In addition to these, the report strongly
stresses that the library financing
must be rethought in the information
society. Without new resources libraries
are unable to do everything they are ex-
pected to do!

After the decisions
After the EP adoption of this report, the
European Commission informed that it
will next prepare a communication about
actions to do. It was stated that the report
had already served as a discussion paper,
and so the need for the Green Paper had
disappeared.The communication is in the
autumn 1999 still in the making in the
Commission DGXIII/2.
As it was stated earlier, the most im-

portant of these decisions was upon copy-
right. Unfortunately the fate of the draft
Copyright Directive concerning libraries
and users' position has not been in accord-
ance with this EP decision. The general
line of changes which have been adopted
after the 1997 draft of the European
Commission, has clearly been more fa-
vourable for the copyright owners. At
present the final decision about the copy-
right directive is still open. It is now up to
the governments of the member states to
agree about the next version. In the end
it must be accepted by the newly-elected
present European Parliament, too, be-
cause copyright belongs to the co-decision
matters. The second big issue in the re-
port, the position of libraries in the 5th
R&D Framework Programme is in more
positive status. There is a clear lot for li-
brary projects in the Information Socie-
ty Technology (IST) subprogram User-
friendly Information Society. Here you
find theAction Line III 2.4: Digital Pres-
ervation of Cultural Heritage. More in-
formation can be found under URL. It is
important to notice that these pro-
grammes are now equally open for the
EU applicant countries as well.

Traditions and new forms
of work in the same house
As it was mentioned earlier, the Europe-
an Commission R&D Framework Pro-

grammes have concentrated on IT mat-
ters. The three cultural programmes,
Kaleidoskope, Ariane andRaphael, have
not been very useful for libraries, because
their scope has been quite narrow. E.g.
the books and reading programme Ari-
ane has concentrated on translations. In
the coming framework programme Cul-
ture 2000 libraries will have more possi-
bilities to get support also for their cul-
tural actions.
What then will be the fate of the tra-

ditional tasks of libraries in general?Will
the information society wipe out book
loaning and poems?
According to the report "The Role

of Libraries in Modern Societies" these
elements will survive, but will be complet-
ed by newmedia forms. It was stated ear-
lier that culture has a special role in build-
ing up the modern society and in mobi-
lising the capacity of its members. The
significance of reading is only growing in
future. Demands to enlarge and deepen
literacy skills become greater and greater.
Literacy has a special role in guarantee-
ing the basic citizen competence to eve-
rybody. It is in the society's general inter-
ests to offer possibilities to all people to
maintain and develop their literacy.
In library work, new technologies of-

fer new possibilities to raise service level,
too. Good examples can already now be
found all over the world, mainly of course
in those countries where Internet is wide-
ly used. Some models:
� library catalogues are available via
Internet

� the patron can check her/his loaning
data from Internet, and even renew
the loans

� a patron can order individual service
via e-mail according to her/his own
interests (e.g. newly acquired publica-
tions on a specific topic, reminders
about loans due to be returned etc. �
this is generally charged)

� a country/area-wide information
service via Internet and e-mail;
versions open for librarians already
exist, others are open for users as well

� link libraries or virtual libraries,
where libraries collect and describe
high-level linkups to web documents

� discussion lists of librarians, where
they can share their professional skills
and knowledge, even take part in
developing the library policy of the
country/area

There is one special comment concern-
ing Internet which I have heard both from
small libraries with rejected printed col-
lections in Finland and from African li-
braries: In case you are on the Internet,
the resources your library can offer to the
patrons are suddenly multiplied. All at
once we have exactly the same resource
as the British Library or the Library of
Congress. It is amazing, it is revolution-
ary, and we can use it!
In the complicatedmodern society li-

braries have many kinds of answers to
many demands of the society, as well as
those of the citizens.They have potential
means to serve both the information so-
ciety development and their traditional
humanistic tasks. Maybe information
technology will even make it easier in the
future to combine these elements than it
was in the past!

Practical hints
In case you want to read the original text
of the Ryynänen Report, here are some
hints. The EUdocuments are not the eas-
iest to find on the web!

Structure of the Ryynänen Report
The Role of Libraries in Modern Socie-
ties
European Parliament, document A4-
0248/98
A. References to the (EU) docu-

ments which have been regarded in writ-
ing this report, or history of this matter
in the European Union
"Whereas" pointsA-EE are a list of

circumstances which have to be taken in
account when deciding on library policy
in the EU
Decisions 1-22 are the most impor-

tant ones.
B. Explanatory statement

The discussing part of the paper.
The text of both part A and part B on
Internet: www.publiclibraries.fi/publica-
tions/report.htm
Final resolution text, adopted in the EP
session 23 October, 1998 (only part A):
1. Search themain page of the European
Parliament, www2. europarl.eu. int,
2. look for the Plenary sessions,
3. on the next stage choose the report
number (A4-0248/98) as the search key!
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Iwant to begin with a quotation: "My
life had begun on Park Avenue, up

town Park Avenue where the railroad tracks

are. It had begun in the invincible and indescrib-

able squalor of Harlem. Here in this ghetto I

was born. And here it was intended by my coun-

trymen that I should live and perish.

And in that ghetto I was tormented. I felt

caged like an animal. I wanted to escape. I felt if

I did not get out I would slowly strangle.

I wanted school to save me from Harlem . . .

I knew I was black, of course, but I also knew I

was smart. I didn't know how I would use my

mind or even if I could. But that was the only

thing I had to use. And I was going to get what-

ever I wanted that way and I was going to get my

revenge that way. So I watched the school the way

I watched the streets, because part of the answer

was there.

Part of the answer was in Dickens and Dos-

toyevsky, too. I went to the 135th Street Library

at least three or four times a week, and I read

everything there. I read every single book in that

library. I read books like they were some weird

kind of food. I was looking in books for a bigger

world than the world in which I lived. In some

blind and instinctive way I knew what was hap-

pening in those books was also happening all

around me. And I was trying to make a connec-

tion between the books and the life I saw and the

life I lived.

You think your pain and your heartbreak are

unprecedented in the history of the world, but then

you read. It was books that taught me that the

things that tormented me the most were the very

things that connected me with all the people who

were ever alive, or who had ever been alive." *)

That was James Baldwin speaking in a
TV programme in 1981.
That author and that library encap-

sulate for me, and I hope for you, the sub-
ject I have been given to explore today.
To quote the American Library Associa-
tion slogan of a few years ago: "Libraries
changes lives". Baldwin was socially ex-
cluded from themainstream. But the Pub-
lic Library included him. He was clearly
motivated to learn and the public library
facilitated him to do so on a life-long ba-
sis. He became a world-class author �

accessible to millions of other people in
libraries around the world. Isn't that what
cultural policies drive towards? The pub-
lic library enabled his own personal eco-
nomic growth. They do that for whole
communities as well as for individuals.
Baldwin's perception of the public li-

brary is one that I can relate to strongly.
One or two of you know that, although I
was born in England, my family roots are
in Ireland from each of the twomain tra-
ditions in that island. I was brought up
mainly in one of those traditions. It was
only as I gained access to books through
libraries, and through reading newspapers
other than those read bymy family, that I
came to realise that there was quite an-
other interpretation of not only history,
but also current reality.
Now that I live in The Hague, I don't

read British newspapers asmuch as I used
to. I now realise the truth in the allega-
tion that the contents of a typical TV
News broadcast can easily be contained
on one sheet of a broadsheet newspaper.
This becomesmore frightening when you
read surveys that suggest thatmany people
now rely on television for their main
source of news. Even more so when you
realise that many channels these days do
not have news bulletins at all! Do you find
that your eye, with better than cruise mis-
sile accuracy, homes in on the word "Li-
brary" on the page in a newspapers or
magazine? It happened to me the other
day. There was an article on a public li-
brary being transferred to a "pub" � yes,
the traditional English public house,
somewhere in the south of England. Not
far from where I started my career in a
public library nearly 40 years ago. Ap-
parently � if the story is accurate (note
the slight tone of scepticism) � a small
branch library was to be closed by the
local council. They had decided that they
could not afford the money for repairs to
the roof. It was not heavily used. Other
libraries were nearby. You know the sto-
ry. You've seen it all before � some of you
will have experienced it yourselves. Some
of the readers (bear with me, I am an un-

Ross Shimmon,
Secretary General

of the International Federation
of Library Associations and

Institutions (IFLA)

Their role in terms of
Social Inclusion, Lifelong Learning,
Cultural Policy and Economic Growth

Public Libraries:

*) James Baldwin speaking in a television programme "My child-
hood", quoted in: Usherwood, Bob The Public Library as Public
Knowledge. London: The Library Association, 1989 pp 147-148.
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reconstructed librarian - I still cannot use
the term "customer" when it comes to li-
braries) thought it would be a good idea
if the local pub took over the lending of
books to the local community. The local
council agreed. Some money "saved" by
closing the library was made available to
buy some newbooks. Council workers put
in the shelves and transferred the books.
It is to run on a system of trust with bor-
rowers signing their names in a ledger. No
overdue charges will be made. "Brilliant"
said one pub customer. "Now I can bor-
row a book when I come in for my pint
of beer".
I think that this story, whether it fairly

represents the truth or not, summarises
rather neatly the public library paradox.
On the one hand the perceived value

of the local library to its community is
clearly demonstrated.No community will
allow "their" library to be closed without
a fight. Elsewhere there have been many
such examples. All night sit-ins, occupa-
tions, petitions, court cases, plans for vol-
untary staffing and fund-raising have all
been employed to keep libraries open.
Not only existing libraries threatenedwith
closure but for new libraries, too. Col-
leagues in IFLA's Office, Freedom of Ac-
cess to Information and Freedom of Ex-
pression here in Copenhagen were tell-
ing me of embryonic libraries starting in
Cambodia. Voluntary libraries are also
springing up in Cuba, despite official in-
timidation and harassment. I have wit-
nessed similar developments when I
worked in Papua New Guinea. Such is
the demand for access to information,
ideas andworks of imagination.And such
is the strength of the concept of the pub-
lic library.
On the other hand, that same library-

in-a-pub story demonstrates the extreme
poverty of perception of what a high
quality modern library is or can be. The
article does not reveal (among many oth-
er things):
� What happens to the children who
presumably used the old library?

� What about people who don't
frequent pubs (yes, there are some)?

� What about a reader who wants a
book not on the shelf ?

� Who arranges the books � in what
order?

� What about access to information not
in books?

� A quiet read is presumably also a
thing of the past?

There was a throwaway line about plans

to place the computer catalogue of the
stock of the public library system in the
local branch of a bank.
In the business pages of the same

newspaper there was a story about a hos-
tile take over by that same national bank
by another bank. The journalist was
speculating that the bidder would reduce
costs by a series of branch closures. So
how long will that plan last? This story
also serves to illustrate how difficult it is
in a democracy to achieve coherence be-
tween national policies and local decision
making. At the same time as this is going
on the Culture Minister is talking about
the vital role of public libraries as street
corner universities.
The imperfect perception of public

libraries is encountered frequently. Quite
often by people who are our friends and
supporters. Celebrities who join in our
campaigns often have a sepia-tinted view
of what an ideal public librarymight have
been like in 1953. Formed to defend a li-
brary against closure, friends of library
groups often have a similarly limited view.
We can do much more. Surely our vi-

sion of an all-singing, all-dancing public
library can be conveyed to our natural
supporters and to a wider audience. Af-
ter all, there are many good examples in
existence � represented by many of you
here today.
A few years ago a research consultan-

cy in the UK carried out a study of a
number of town centres, because concern
was being expressed that, after 5 or 6
o'clock in the evening, there was a decreas-
ing range of facilities available, making
them unattractive places in the evenings.
That served to encourage crime, vanda-
lism and violence. To their surprise, they
found that in each town the one institu-
tion which was usually open "after hours"
and which people frequented regardless
of age, gender, ethnic origin, employment
status and wealth, was the public library.
Other places which were open had

largely been "colonised" by specific
groups. These included, bars and pubs,
café's take aways, leisure centres, churches
and community centres.
Yet in the public library a reasonable

cross-section of the community was
present, at ease with each other, making
use of the variety of facilities and services
available; not only, of course, borrowing
books.
The public library is socially inclusive

by its very nature. However, in order to
remain so, it needs to be (even in the elec-

tronic era) physically present in local com-
munities, open long hours and to provide
stocks and services relevant to everyone
in its community.
These conditions are, of course, not

easy to meet. Let's take opening hours. A
few years ago, I was invited to give a talk
to some librarians at a meeting held in a
new central library in a sizeable town in
the west of England. Later that month,
there was a national public holiday. (They
are usually onMondays in theUK). Walk-
ing into the library I saw a big notice:
"This library will be closed on Saturday,
Monday and Tuesday�. No mention of
Sunday. Presumably it was always closed
on Sundays. The library was located in a
very prominent position in a shopping
centre right next door to a well-known su-
permarket, which would be open all day
and late into the evening on that Satur-
day, Monday and Tuesday and much of
Sunday too � while the library was dark.
Since then a significant number of pub-
lic libraries have started to open on Sun-
day. In some cases it rapidly became one
of the busiest days of the week. Mean-
while,many shops and supermarkets have
started opening for 24 hours a day. In the
town inwhich I live inEngland the branch
library has very complicated opening
hours which I can never remember. It is
very frustrating to carry six books to ex-
change, only to find the place shut! The
two supermarkets are open seven days a
week for long hours. I don't need to re-
member when they are open.
By an interesting contrast, in The

Hague where I now live, the Central Li-
brary has started opening on Sundays �
however the shops open a Sunday only
once a month � you need to calculate
which Sunday it is. The Library is a blaze
of light (and enlightenment) when the
shops are dark!
Then there's the question of physical

presence. There is a move in some coun-
tries towards a consolidation of public li-
braries to achieve a smaller number of
"centres of excellence". The argument
goes that it is more efficient and effective
to provide a full range of stock and ser-
vices in a small number of larger facili-
ties. People are, in general, more mobile
and they are demanding greater range of
stock and services and longer hours. We
can see the same trend in the retail sector
(book shops are an example). The prob-
lem is that the people who suffer in such
a set up are those who are unable to trav-
el far � young children, the elderly and
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infirm, the poor and, to some extent, eth-
nicminorities. In short, such a policy tends
to be socially exclusive.
In some ways the physical presence of

a public library is more important than
ever, despite increased mobility and de-
spite the arrival of information and com-
munications technology � partly because
it helps to define a community. So many
facilities are disappearing from the village
centre or the high street. Local schools,
post offices, banks, council offices are all
being consolidated in many countries.
Many of themhavemoved to out-of-town
shopping centres.The presence of a func-
tioning public library is rapidly being re-
cognised as a valuable community asset,
acting as a gateway to a range of services
and facilities well beyond those of a tra-
ditional public library.
So I leave you with an unanswered

question: What's the best policy?
� A large number of small libraries
present in most communities, or

� A smaller number of larger libraries,
each providing a greater range of
stock and services.

Which is more socially inclusive? Which
would encourage lifelong learning more
effectively? Which stimulates economic
growth? Which better supports the cul-
tural life of a community?
No doubt the answer will vary from

place to place and from time to time.
The mid-to-late Victorian public li-

brary in the North American, Northern
European and British traditions was of-
ten promoted on the basis of which we
now call lifelong learning. They were of-
ten called � in the language of the day �
"working men's universities". That con-
cept was fully recognised by their oppo-
nents and there aremany examples in the
archives of establishment figures at na-
tional and local level warning against the
dire results of working people getting and
spreading dangerous ideas through read-
ing radical books at the public library.
Today, in some countries, at least,

governments and decision-makers are no-
ticing that there is an established network
of resource centres already available
which people will use, if and when they
are properly equipped, for learning new
skills.
A recentAmerican survey showed that

46 % of people, who didn't have access
to the Internet at school, work or home,
turned to their public library � by far the
most popular source. Public Libraries are
neutral spaces without the real or psycho-

logical barriers presented by schools and
colleges to many people. They are staffed
by people who have a commitment to
service to their communities and to the
free flow of information and ideas. In
short, they are capable of helping to de-
liver a key policy area for many govern-
ments and for many communities.
And yet, in many countries they have

tended to be ignored � new services and
centres are being set up. Wheels are be-
ing reinvented and limited resources
wasted. Is this because so many people
have limited idea of nature value of pub-
lic libraries? We can surely do more to
persuade politicians, civil servants and
local communities that a modest invest-
ment in their public libraries can help
achieve their aims of equitable access to
lifelong learning.
The public library is, I suppose for

many people, essentially a cultural insti-
tution. It enables an individual, with little
or no financial risk, to make adventurous
choices in books to read. Not only novels,
but also books on other art forms such as
architecture, the visual and performing
art. And not only among the arts, but oth-
er subjects which help to define a culture
such as language, history, biography and
indeed geography. And not only books of
course, but also other media, including
sound and video recording and electron-
ic sources. But I wonder whether the full
contribution that a public library can
make to the cultural life of a community
is always fully recognised? The potential
synergy between the library and other
cultural institutions such as galleries, mu-
seums and theatres in the electronic age
needs to be explored.There are, in a given
area,usuallymore public library buildings
than there are museums, theatres or gal-
leries. This means that the public library
can surely act as an electronic gateway to
the artefacts, performances and experi-
ences offered by those sister cultural in-
stitutions and help to make them more
socially inclusive.
Perhaps themost underestimated role

of the public library is its ability to stimu-
late economic growth, including urban
and rural regeneration. Of course, it is
well understood that they employ staff,
buy books and other goods and services,
and so on. But they can stimulate econo-
mic growth in a number of other ways. I
have argued how their very presence adds
to the quality of life of a community. The
"foot fall" (the number of people walking
into the library past other businesses) they

create benefits local business. By making
available, either in the library itself or by
electronic networking, a variety of infor-
mation of value to businesses, including
annual reports, statistics, standards,
government regulations, sources of grant-
aid and specialist advice, training facili-
ties (whether branded as a business infor-
mation service or not), the library is sup-
porting local business growth. It should
not be forgotten, either, that the library
network has an invaluable role in acting
as a showcase for the creative industries.
I know of no one who borrows books
from a public library, but does not buy
any books. I know of no one who has a
video recorder/player who relies entirely
on borrowing videos from the public li-
brary. Similarly with audio recordings. It's
back to the adventurous choice again.
There is one vital area I wasn't asked

to cover,which I feel I mustmention.That
is the contribution of the public library
to a healthy democracy. In an age when
so much political debate is reduced to a
"sound-bite" or a slogan and when so
much of the media is concentrated in the
hands of a few multinational conglome-
rates, it is all the more essential to defend
our rights of access to information, ideas
and works of imagination. We need to be
able to read behind the headlines and to
make up our own minds. A healthy de-
mocracy is dependent upon an informed
population.
As IFLA's Statement on Libraries and

Intellectual Freedom says: "A commit-
ment to intellectual freedom is a core re-
sponsibility for the library and informa-
tion profession".
Of coursemuch of what I have talked

about is familiar ground. A high quality
public library service is dependent on:
� a reasonable level of funding
� a committed central government
� similarly committed local politicians
and administrators.

The gap between the ideals we aspire to
and the reality sometimes appears daun-
ting. However, the cost of providing the
kind of service outlined in theUNESCO/
IFLA Public Library Manifesto, and the
proposedCopenhagenDeclaration, to be
discussed later in this conference, probab-
ly amounts to less than the cost of a small
candy bar per person per week.
In Europe we can do it.
Let's just do it!
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There is a great and increasing
emphasis in Europe on regional
development policies as a means

of creating a competitive, growing and
harmonious continent with high levels of
employment. In the EuropeanUnion, the
'structural' funds allocated to assist in re-
dressing economic and social imbalances
are targeted on a regional basis.
Amongst other activities, the Europe-

an Commission supports Regional Infor-
mation Society Initiatives (RISI/IRISI)
aimed at integrating the concept of the
information society into regional devel-
opment and employment policies.
In order to promote debate on rele-

vant fields of applications and services
and on key policy issues, a European Re-
gional Information Society @ssociation
has been created. It has 29 regions in
membership. The main objectives sum-
marise the main thrust of regional infor-
mation society development in the Euro-
pean Union:
'to promote universal access to ICT-based serv-

ices and applications in the regions with a view

to generating new employment opportunities, im-

proving quality of life and addressing the chal-

lenges of structural adjustment, social inclusion,

economic cohesion, democratic decision making

and sustainable development in less favoured re-

gions; to enhance the economic and social

development of member regions by implementing

new ICT-based applications and services, through

sharing of good practice in benefiting from new

opportunities and reducing risks..'.

Awide range of initiatives has already
been tried out across Europe with the in-
tention of increasing access to informa-
tion and improving ICT skills, such as the
promotion of teleworking and the estab-
lishment of various agencies and initia-
tives to increase information and training
support to small businesses. But there is
one existing institutional network which
has not yet been exploited to the full for
this purpose.

The Public Library Network is perva-
sive in all regions of Europe, East, Cen-
tral andWest. In the 28 countries covered
by the EC's LIB-ECON2000 survey, 101
million people are registeredmembers of
public libraries.
They make 2.2 billion visits per year

to their libraries, on average 21.7 visits
each [around once every 2 and a half
weeks]. They have access to 74,000 static
service points and increasingly to services
available to them at home through the
World Wide Web.
But these data disguise very wide dis-

parities in the type and extent of the serv-
ices provided and also in the role and
impact of public libraries. In the most
advanced public library systems, popular
and well-designed added value services
exist to provide information and support
the needs of business and other sections
of the community.
In their most traditional role, they are

seen as having a purely 'cultural' function
providing access to the national literary
output - or at best relevant as a relatively
unstructured support system for those
going through education. In the worst
cases, staff are poorly skilled, paid and
motivated and services too insufficiently
funded to develop.
The European Commission has fun-

ded a great deal of innovative work un-
der its RISI Programme. The agenda has
been broadly that of Bangemann: the pro-
motion of the information society with
the objective of stimulating and making
more competitive the European econo-
my. But the RISI initiative also had a
strong social dimension. It called for ini-
tiatives to avoid the growth of a gap
between the information rich and the in-
formation poor, to promote access, and
demonstrated an awareness of the down-
side of the information society - that vir-
tual life is not real life and that there would
be an increasing need to mitigate the
'screen and chair' existence implied for
many individuals by an ICT-based socie-
ty.

Public libraries seem in many ways
ideally placed to address these require-
ments. They are an existing 'mainstream'
social institution and therefore provide a
ready-made framework for sustainability.
They are already in the education and
information business and in many places
staff have long been engaged with infor-
mation technology.Their political profile
in Europe has been heightened, not least
through the work of the European Com-
mission's Telematics for Libraries Re-
search Programme
However, in many cases, they have in

the past been identified with a somewhat
conservative managerial and professional
outlook. If they are to address the issue
of employability and information society
skills in a serious way, and to provide
relevant services of high impact, a signif-
icant institutional transformation would
be required.
The question is what role public

libraries can and will play in:
� extending citizen and SME access to
ICT and services;

� increasing employable skills through
ICT training opportunities;

� contributing to increased recognition
and use of ICT-based information
for social and economic development;

� building information society partner-
ships to increase access between
public and private sector and between
public libraries and other information
and service providers.

In order to achieve this it is clear that the
public library role would need to evolve
from resource-based to access-based ser-
vices, a development that has started to
come about in its own right in some coun-
tries. In the future, home and workplace
access to library services, via the Internet,
will be an important part of the picture.
I will now hand over to my colleague

Ioannis Trohopoulos, Director of the
Public Library of Veria, Greece to de-
scribe, in English, an important initiative
in this area.

Ioannis Koukiadis,
MEP,Professor of Law,

University ofThessaloniki,Greece

Public Libraries

and Regional Development I
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The ISTAR Network's proposal
was submitted and accepted un-
der the RISI2 call. Strikingly it

was the only project within the RISI pro-
gramme that incorporated libraries of
any kind. The project began in 1997 and
was timed to last two years, although it is
currently planned to extend until April
2000. It is funded to the extent of 2 mil-
lion Euro and represents an important
opportunity to demonstrate the case for
investment in public libraries around the
information society agenda.
ISTAR's key objectives are to develop

pilot services for promoting awareness
and providing access to ICT in 'periphe-
ral' European regions. 'Peripheral' in this
context means 'those with relatively poor
access to markets and networks'. The
three regions chosen are:
� Prefecture of Imathia (Central
Macedonia,Greece)

� Western Education and Library
Board (WELB) (Northern Ireland,
UK) - an administrative region for
these activities only

� Thüringer Minsterium fürWissen-
schaft, Forschung und Kultur (Ger-
many) - a federal region

Essex County Libraries (UK) is the co-
ordinator and provider of expertise, with
management subcontracted to Education
for Change Ltd.
The key concept is that ISTAR

services must support the regional eco-
nomic 'drivers' in each region. The de-
velopment of the services involves train-
ing staff so that they can in turn train us-
ers. ISTAR networks are based on public
libraries but would also incorporate in
partnership other public and private sec-
tor agencies in the business of providing
access and raising awareness of ICT and
information. The clear aim is not to com-
pete but to develop partnerships with oth-
er related national and regional initiatives
and networks in the public and private
sector. These partnerships will be built
with a view to sustaining the services, af-
ter the project. ISTAR Networks have
access points based in partner organisa-
tions as well as in libraries.

Ioannis Trohopoulos,Director,
Public Library ofVeria,Greece

Therefore, the ISTAR Network in
each partner region is providing a 'suite'
of training, information and awareness-
raising services. The initial aim was to
provide broad-based access to ICT and
training for several broad target groups:
� SME
� Self-employed
� Teleworkers
� Open/distance/lifelong learners
The basic technologies involved are not
difficult to guess. They are the common
currency of the information society, for
example:
� Internet/Intranet/WWW
� E-mail & FTP
� Software applications (Microsoft
Office & Windows)

� Communications - Mobile/Satellite/
ISDN/Leased lines

� Hardware, PCs, servers, scanners etc.
� Basic data and information standards
also play a key role.

The project spent about one year in the
feasibility and definition stage in which
intensive marketing work was done to
identify user needs in each region. The
case had to bemade to the EC evaluators
that public libraries could deliver these
kinds of services in response to clear de-
mand, before the project was allowed to
continue to the operational phase.

It became clear to the project team
that human staff resources were the key
to service design and delivery. ICT com-
petence, information content knowledge,
training skills and interpersonal skills,
were the key factors. Projects of this size
cannot resolve infrastructural and connec-
tivity issues at regional 'macro-level'.
Therefore, the focus is on institutional and
inter-institutional infrastructure for ser-
vice delivery. Services must spring from
regional needs and recognise 'cultural'
and political issues.
During the first year staff recruitment

and training, equipment and network pro-
curement, service promotion and business
planning were also undertaken.
We looked hard at the issue of what it

takes to assure the quality of staff and

Public Libraries

and Regional Development II
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services. The need for accredited qualifi-
cations was examined - in particular the
appropriateness of the European Com-
puter Driving License (ECDL). We have
also devoted much attention to the
development of performance measures
and have designed an extensive scheme
of data collection and analysis to tell us
what is happening.
The configuration of agencies

grouped within the ISTAR Networks in
each region varies according to its insti-
tutional infrastructure.
In Thüringen, seven libraries/local mu-

nicipalities are working together with the
Landesfachstelle für Öffentliche Bibli-
otheken (ConsultingAgency), theThürin-
gen Chamber of Commerce, Adult Edu-
cation Centre and Universities including
PATON (On-line Patent Information).
Thüringen is part of the formerGDR

and is characterised by the decline of
heavy industry, consequent high unem-
ployment and a wish to replace lost jobs
through a move to the service industries,
crafts, tourism. Public Libraries there are
the responsibility of individual municipa-
lities. Their role until now has been a tra-
ditional one concerned with cultural ac-
cess and the book. Membership stands at
about 12-13% of the population. The
ISTAR services there target public library
users and some specific populations such
as job seekers, senior citizens, SMEs, the
self-employed and lifelong learners.
The ISTAR network run by the

Western Education and Library Board (WELB)
in Northern Ireland also involves a col-
lege of further and higher Education, a
Folk Park museum and a prison. There is
a high demand for IT training in the re-
gion. Although library membership is
high [around 50% of the population as
elsewhere in the UK], the IT skills of
library staff were not in the main high at
the outset of the project.
This thinly populated area is heavily

dependent upon public sector spending
for employment and wishes to develop
private sector jobs. Target groups for
ISTAR services are small enterprises

(limited support for firms using up to 10
computers), distance learners (this rural
area offers limited classroom tuition), In-
ternet users, teleworkers and profession-
als requiring enhanced ICT skills and
problem solving support.
In Imathia, Greece, the ISTAR Net-

work is centred uponVeria Public Library,
which has recently opened themostmod-
ern public library building in Greece.
Unusually in Greece, the role of the
library is well accepted and understood
by the community, withmembership well
above the 13% national average. The
network includes the Chamber of Com-
merce, the Office of Industrial Develop-
ment, Naousa, the Trade Union Labour
Institute,Veria and the independent pub-
lic library of a small municipality, Plati.
With a population of about 180,000

people, Imathia has traditionally
depended upon fruit and wine growing.
It has no major educational institutions -
Thessaloniki is the nearest major centre
over an hour away by road - and is char-
acterised by a slow penetration of ICT,
the Internet, and poor telecommunica-
tions infrastructure inhibiting remote ac-
cess.
The target sectors for ISTAR are

SMEs, specific economic sectors [such as
wine and tourism], lifelong learners/adult
re-trainers, public library users and Inter-
net users.
Beginning in the spring and early sum-

mer of 1999, the ISTAR Networks have
begun to introduce their new services.
There are considerable regional variations
in the pace and timing of their introduc-
tion. Not all services have been intro-
duced in every region. The services are
being monitored and evaluated carefully
by means of a variety of methods such as
monitoring team visits, user and impact
surveys, diaries and counting, focus groups
and case studies - and the services are
evolving in accordance with the evidence
obtained.
Nevertheless, it is possible to group the

ISTAR services into 16 categories, which
can be further divided into 4 main areas:

1.Awareness raising
� Computer awareness sessions
� Office package awareness sessions
� Internet taster sessions
� Electronic imaging awareness

2. Information access
� Business information
� Partners' databases/catalogues
� Reference enquiries

3. 'Formal' training
� Office packages
� E-mail
� Web site design
� Self-tutored 'core skills'
� Web searching and web site evalua-
tion

4.Paid services
� Workstation use
� Web site hosting
� Video conferencing
� Electronic image capture processing

Although the operation of these services
is only a few months old, it is clear that
there is heavy demand for it and a high
take-up. The enhanced image and
heightened profile which has been gained
by the libraries and their ISTAR partners
is making their sustained post-project
funding look attractive to their funding
bodies.

To give a flavour of this:
In the 7 Thüringen municipalities - Er-
furt, Gera, Gotha, Greiz, Ilmenau, Mei-
ningen and Nordhausen - over 2,500
people have attended training in groups
or one-to-one since the services were
launched, whilst over 10,000 have used
the Internet facilities at the service points.
Contact has been established with the lo-
cal job centres and the libraries provide
enhanced access to job information. The
ISTAR services have startedworkingwith
young adults to help them apply for em-
ployment or apprenticeship.
In the smaller population area of

Imathia, more than 1000 have enrolled
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for the awareness raising and training ses-
sions which were introduced first. In the
small village of Plati, population of 1000,
20% of the population has enrolled as an
ISTAR member. Some of the region's
wine producers has provided information
for a regional web site on the wine indus-
try and the number is growing rapidly.
In WELB, the ISTAR services are

being used as a pilot for a much wider
introduction of ISTAR services. Several
new libraries are being designed with IS-
TAR style facilities incorporated. One
point already noted is that the increased
range of services appears to have in-
creased demands on staff by 10-15%.
The experience is raising a number

of important issues which are being ad-
dressed by the project in each region. For
example, what is the relationship between
ISTARNetworks and public libraries and
other training providers in the public and
private sector. Should it be that the ISTAR
Networks focus on awareness raising and
introductory training and then assist us-
ers to find more advanced training
through other providers, if they require
it? Should this relationship be formalised
in some way? Can the ISTAR library
model introduced inWELB andThürin-
gen whereby ICT training and problem
solving is provided on a 1:1 basis be sus-
tained in the longer term as demand
grows?
A major effect of all this, from the

public library standpoint, is the experi-
ence of project-based development, of
monitoring and evaluation of service im-
pact and of learning new roles for libra-
rians.
What is the role and need for charging

for services in order to ensure sustaina-
bility? It seems likely that the ISTAR serv-
ices will be a success. In a few countries
of Europe, the development of new roles
for public libraries to do with regional
employment, democracy and social inclu-
sion is making rapid strides, driven by
government policy. But this progress is
very uneven and in many countries it has
hardly begun. ISTAR is only a pilot

project. A very great deal remains to be
done tomotivate public libraries to review
and extend the scope of their services in
line with need, to act in partnership with
other information providing agencies and
to convince their funding bodies of the
need to support this.
As a final thought, one vital concern

is the development of models for the
quality assurance of such services. What
standards of staff qualification, partner-
ship organisation, service content, tech-
nical support, performance and social
impact should an ISTAR-style service
seek to attain? It may well be worth fur-
ther exploring the benchmarking of these
services and possibly the development of
a system for broad European accredita-
tion based on achievement of certain
standards - and of a system of support to
assist that achievement.

Gathering around the stand with library brochures and leaflets
from all over Europe
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Throughout Europe, the pace of
change in society, in the econo-
my and, particularly, in techno-

logy, is unprecedented. This gives rise to
challenges and to opportunities for poli-
cy makers. In looking for the best respon-
ses to these new and exciting challenges
and opportunities, we must not overlook
the potential contribution of some of our
traditional public services that are so long
established as to be taken somewhat for
granted. One of the best possible examp-
les of this potential contribution provides
the theme for this conference.
In 1998, the report of the review of

public library policy in Ireland, entitled
Branching Out, showed that the public
library service was ideally positioned to
play a major role in tackling two of the
main priorities facing policy makers to-
day. I had the honour of chairing the
project teamwhich carried out the review,
and, in the foreword to the report, I poin-
ted out that the IrishGovernment had in-
cluded both of the following among its
overall policy objectives:
� to ensure that Ireland moves rapidly
to embrace the opportunities of the
Information Society so as to support
economic and social progress as well
as a more participative democracy

� to establish an inclusive society in
which all citizens can participate fully
in the social and economic life of the
country.

I noted that the public library service had
characteristics that made it particularly
well-placed to further these objectives. It
is a service that is widely-used andwidely-
appreciated. It has service points at local
level throughout every part of the coun-
try. The training and expertise of library
staff is particularly suited to the responsi-
bility of guiding citizens of all back-
grounds through the learning, enlighten-
ment and public information opportuni-
ties that are now available.
The report set out a comprehensive

strategy to enable this potential to be
achieved. The response of the Irish
Government was immediate and over-

whelmingly positive. The general strate-
gy was accepted and resources were pro-
vided to begin the implementation pro-
gramme, which is now underway.
The two central policy objectives

which I identified earlier are common to
most if not all of our countries, and the
fact that this conference is taking place
shows that there is a general appreciation
throughout Europe of the role which pub-
lic libraries can play in furthering these
objectives. In our own report, we empha-
sised the importance of international co-
operation and collaboration, and indeed
acknowledged the work of PubliCA and
other international organisations working
to promote and develop public libraries.
We also expressed the hope that our own
public library system could make some
contribution to the development of pub-
lic libraries in an international and par-
ticularly an EU context. Consequently, I
am especially pleased to have been invi-
ted to address you and I hope that the
details of our strategy will be of interest
to you.

Ireland in the Information Society
Perhaps I should begin with an impor-
tant piece of background. The Irish
Government has placed a great empha-
sis on responding to the challenges of the
Information Society. It established an In-
formation Society Commission and,
based on its recommendations, published
an Action Plan in January 1999 which is
intended to develop a true Information
Society in Ireland.TheAction Plan deals
with a range of enabling measures, in-
cluding telecommunications infrastruc-
ture, e-commerce and security and regu-
latory issues.
Of more direct relevance to us today,

it deals with issues which are at the heart
of our discussions also - issues such as
ensuring that Internet access is extended
to as many people as possible, that its
benefits are not confined to those who can
afford their own hardware, and that pub-
lic services in general will move towards
making as much use as possible of elec-

TomO'Mahony,
Assistant Secretary

of the Department of the
Environment and Local Government,

Ireland

The Irish Strategy
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tronic means to carry out their interac-
tions with the citizen - the concept often
referred to as electronic government.
The prospect of electronic govern-

ment offers substantial potential benefits
for both the Government and the citizen.
Service deliverywill be quicker, more con-
venient and less expensive on both sides.
However, if these benefits are to be fully
achieved, electronic government must be
accessible to all citizens and not confined
to those who have access to the necessary
technology in their homes or workplaces.
Such a restriction, apart from being inef-
ficient, would be very undesirable on
equity grounds.
It is clear therefore that the move to-

wards electronic government will have to
be accompanied by the provision of lo-
cations throughout the country, at which
citizens can access the computers of the
various Government Departments and
Agencies, obtain whatever information
they require and carry out the various
dealings which would previously have re-
quired written correspondence or per-
sonal visits.
When we were writing the Branching

Out report, it was of great benefit to us
to know that theGovernment was attach-
ing such importance to the development
of electronic government and that the
need for local access points had been iden-
tified. In the report we were able to build
on this by stressing the unique suitability
of the public library service as the means
to satisfy this need. We pointed out that,
in comparison to any other access points
which might be considered, the library
service has the advantage of trained staff
who are comfortable with information
and are used to dealing with the public.

Library staff are also used to categorising,
verifying and assessing the quality of in-
formation. With the explosion in infor-
mation, particularly information
delivered electronically, the librarian's ex-
perience as amediator of informationwill
be particularly useful, both in assessing
information for the user and in transfer-
ring information-handling skills to the
user.

ICT Infrastructure
Let's look now at the actual recommen-
dations of the report, insofar as ICT is
concerned.
In the Branching Out report, and in

the implementation that is now underway,
the development of high-quality informa-
tion and communication technology in-
frastructure is seen as central to the strate-
gy. It is also seen as extremely urgent -
the report notes that the pace of develop-
ment in ICT is so fast that the public
library service needs to get to grips with it
quickly or it will be too late - it will lose
out to other service providers who would
not have the public libraries' ethos of
universal access and would not be in a
position to supply the added value that
the trained librarian can offer.

The strategy identifies three main
strands to ICT in public libraries
The first relates to using ICT for the
housekeeping of the service. This covers
functions such as accessions, cataloguing,
circulation andmanagement information.
I will not look at this in detail today - while
it is clearly important in improving the
efficiency of the service, it is less central
to the priority objectives mentioned ear-
lier.

The second strand relates to giving the
public access to electronic information,
while the third relates to using ICT to
build a national network of public libra-
ries. Taken together, these two strands lead
us to an entirely new level of public ac-
cess to information and knowledge, wher-
ever it is held. The public will be offered
� a library of electronic resources
selected by librarians, including their
own databases

� a genuine national network
� direct links to web sites
� an automated web-based interlibrary
loans system

� a means of promoting Irish literary
and cultural resources, including the
Gaelic language

� the opportunity to share our cultural
resources with the library users of
other countries and in turn to enjoy
access to theirs.

The provision of ICTwill achieve this by
� giving access to the human record in
whatever form it may be stored

� giving access to all government
services, national and local

� giving nation-wide access to all public
library catalogues

� making local business and community
information accessible online

� providing electronic document
delivery

� providing access to networks and
support for net-navigation and
information-searching

� providing workstations for the public
to create their own content

� providing open learning and training
opportunities.
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The position at the time the report was
prepared was that a number of libraries
were already providing computers for
public usage; these were mainly used to
access CD-ROMs.
About 12% of the branches surveyed

offered Internet access. The scale of the
service available would vary from library
to library, but perhaps I can give you an
example that would illustrate the best of
what has been available to date.
Three libraries, in Dublin, Limerick

and Mayo form the European starting-
point for Microsoft Corporation's LIB-
RARIES-ON-LINE programme. This is
a partnership that provides public Inter-
net and multimedia access in American
and Canadian public libraries and which
is aimed particularly at redressing the
problem of potential exclusion from the
Information Society in areas of high un-
employment and social deprivation.
I have visited the Dublin Library in

which this programme is available. There
are 8 PCs in a Local Area Network,
equippedwith Internet access using ISDN
lines, and a range of CD-ROM-based
multimedia programmes. There is no
charge for access to the facility, and since
it opened two years ago the level of usage
has consistently run at around 95%. Apart
from simply surfing theweb and accessing
multimedia programmes, users in the li-
brary construct their own web-sites and
set up their own e-mail addresses. This
creates a real community awareness of the
Information Society at the most accessi-
ble local level, in the public library.
This example gives us an idea of what

we hope to provide in all areas. The rec-
ommendation of the report was thateve-
ry public library should offer ICT serv-

ices, including Internet access, to the pub-
lic and, taken together, the libraries should
form a national ICT network which links
the resources of individual libraries to
form one on-line national resource. To
make sure that this happened, and hap-
pened quickly, the bulk of the cost of the
necessary investment should be provided
to the library authorities by the Govern-
ment.

Other important
aspects of the report
While I am focusing particularly on the
Information Society aspects of the stra-
tegy, I need to put these in context since
the report makes a large number of re-
commendations concerned with improv-
ing the availability, accessibility, coverage
and quality of public library services. We
need to look at the picture as a whole; if
the public library is to play the central role
we envisage in tomorrow's society, we
must do much more than simply fit it out
with a few PCs and modems! The other
recommendations includemeasures lead-
ing to
better service: library authorities

are to develop the services they offer by
opening longer and better hours. (While
the report recommends an average in-
crease of 30% in opening hours, you will
appreciate of course that "longer open-
ing hours" and "better opening hours" are
different concepts. The library must be
open at the times that the public wish to
use it, and this may need considerable
flexibility in the staffing arrangements)
better infrastructure: amajor pro-

gramme of capital investment is to take
place over the next eight years to ensure
that the infrastructure is of high quality

and is distributed equitably
better stock: there is to be a sub-

stantial upgrading in the range and qual-
ity of stock
better training: much greater pri-

ority is to be given to the training and
ongoing development of library staff.
I should also refer to lifelong learn-

ing, which also features strongly in other
contributions to this conference.
One organisation thatmade a submis-

sion to our review group described life-
long learning as "the defining feature of
higher education in the twenty-first
century and beyond". Our report con-
cluded that the public library can be an
effective agent of change in building a
learning society. It is long established as a
community-based open learning centre
that uniquely is open and freely available
to citizens of all ages and educational le-
vels. Increasingly, the use by public librar-
ies of information technologies as an
educational tool for use by the public en-
hances the role of the public library in
supporting education and lifelong
learning.This is particularly true for those
who are unable to participate in formal
education for reasons of disability, isola-
tion or who wish to engage in learning
activity in parallel to undertaking career
or family obligations.
Our report recommended that public

libraries should take a more active posi-
tion in this area. The provision of ICT
services, including Internet access, in
every library is clearly an important step
forward. In addition, the report recom-
mended
� training librarians in educator
awareness skills so that they can deal
more effectively with user enquiries,
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and in IT skills so that they can fully
exploit the potential of electronic
information retrieval

� developing databases and learning
packages appropriate to the needs of
defined community learner groups
and individuals, and providing access
to relevant learning packages and
resources through public library
Internet facilities

� developing a recognised certification
of assisted learning effort carried out
through the public learning access
network.

The report also recommended that there
should be close co-operation between the
public library system and the formal
educational system.Shortly after the pub-
lication of the report, the Department of
Education and Science published aGreen
Paper on lifelong learning which recog-
nised the important role of the public
library. We have involved that Depart-
ment in the Steering group which is over-
seeing the implementation of our report
and I am certain that there will also be
very close co-operation at local level be-
tween the public libraries and the educa-
tional institutions.

Implementation
I have outlined what the report recom-
mended and I mentioned earlier that the
Government had accepted it; so what is
actually happening?
This strategy is being implemented at

present. Every library authority has been

asked to have Internet PCs in place in
each branch by the end of this month -
the number of PCs to be appropriate for
the size and level of usage of the branch.
TheGovernment is providing funding for
the hardware, software, connectivity and
the various related costs - the first phase
is costing £IR 1million and considerable
more money will be made available for
later phases.
The Information Society Commis-

sion, which is responsible for shaping and
overseeing the implementation of a stra-
tegic framework for the development of
the Information Society in Ireland, will
be running amajor promotion for a week
in mid-November. Entitled Netdays, it
will give people who have little or no
knowledge of the Internet an opportuni-
ty to explore the new technology and it
will also be aimed at raising public aware-
ness about the Information Society gene-
rally. The public library service will fea-
ture strongly in the promotion.
So, the first stage of the implementa-

tion should see Internet access available
in every public library by the end of this
month. This is, of course, only the
starting-point and is relatively easy to
achieve. The next challenge is a greater
one - to develop the national network of
library ICT in such a way that the full
benefits I outlined earlier can be achieved.
As part of the implementation process
arising from the Branching Out Report,
we have established a Steering group
which involves librarians and administra-

tors and given it the task of driving this
development. There is no shortage of
funding; the Irish Government is totally
committed to the concept of an inclusive
Information Society and is willing to pro-
vide whatever financial resources are re-
quired to make it happen. Money, how-
ever, is not enough. It will be necessary
for both librarians and administrators to
respond quickly and flexibly to the op-
portunities now presenting themselves. I
am glad to say that all of the indications
to date are that they aremore thanwilling
to do so.
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InPortugal, up until a dozen years agothe situation of the libraries, public
libraries in particular, was extremely

poor for several reasons, the main one
being the fact of not being considered a
public service. Élitist concepts ruled libra-
ries, which were installed in old buildings
and could hardly be distinguished from
deposits for books. Their users were stu-
dents and researchers since their holdings
were hardly ever brought up to date.
Although some librarians had been

fighting this state of affairs, it was only in
1982, during a meeting of librarians, the
public opinion and the politicians were
alerted by the issuing of a manifesto con-
demning the absence of a policy concern-
ing public libraries in Portugal.
In 1981 only 25% of the cities had a

library covering 54% of the population,
half of which was concentrated in Lis-
bon andOporto.The percentage of users
among this population was extremely low.
By then the newly created Instituto

Português do Livro e da Leitura made a
commitment to change the situation and
took a series of initiatives with a view to
preparing a programme of action.
Seminars on library development

were organised, training courses for as-
sistant librarians were promoted, and
some librarians were granted a scholar-
ship abroad. An exhibition on "Public
Libraries" was devised for the 1984 Lis-
bon Book Fair; the exhibition was later
shown in several other places around the
country.
The necessary foundations for the cre-

ation of a national Public Libraries Net-
work were launched as a culmination of
this intensive work and with the joint ef-
forts of the Portuguese Library Associa-
tion, the Instituto Português do Livro e
da Leitura, some municipalities and the
working group created within the Secre-
taria de Estado da Cultura and co-ordi-
nated by Maria José Moura.
The Portuguese strategy is simple and

efficient. It is based on partnerships
between the Government and the Local
Authorities. TheGovernment acts as pro-

motor and guarantor of a new policy for
the sector, whereas the Local Authorities
act as the more direct and interested
agents.
Through the Instituto Português do

Livro e da Leitura, now designated Insti-
tuto Português do Livro e das Bibliotecas
(IPLB), the Government is committed to
giving technical and financial support to
the interested Local Authorities who
guarantee the fulfilment of well-defined
rules concerning functional areas, collec-
tions development, qualified staff, and or-
ganisation and running of the libraries.
The financial support of the Govern-

ment amounts to 50% of the cost of the
contract, including the building, furniture,
computer equipment, materials (collec-
tions, videos, CDs, etc.) and Internet ac-
cess.
As a result, the current situation of

the libraries in Portugal is very different
from that seen a few years ago. 166 con-
tracts have been signed between the IPLB
and the Local Authorities, and 80 new
libraries have already been inaugurated.
It is expected that, with the new millen-
nium, the entire national territory will be
covered.
Nowadays, municipal libraries are es-

tablished in new buildings or in buildings
adapted for the purpose. Their interior is
comfortable and attractive, the furniture
is modern and functional and the staff is
friendly, professional and well-informed.
The library is a living entity which

should grow and evolve, but which can
also die due to lack of resources. There-
fore, the continuing update of its holdings
of all kinds of media is a major objective
to be accomplished to allow the library
to efficiently fulfil its duty to the commu-
nity it serves.
The UNESCO MANIFESTO pro-

claims, "the public library, the local gate-
way to knowledge, provides a basic con-
dition for lifelong learning, independent
decision-making and cultural develop-
ment of the individual and the social
groups".

The Portuguese Strategy

Mr. José Manuel Carreira
Marques, the Mayor of Beja
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Collections and services must be of
high quality and suitable to the local needs
and conditions. Holdings should reflect
the current trends and the evolution of
society, as well as the memory of human-
kind and the product of its imagination.
However, they must also be instruments
of freedom, innovation and creativity,
presenting permanent challenges to its
users.
The municipal libraries seek to learn

about the community's interests and to
fulfil the needs of its users, offering its
services and collections to the entire pop-
ulation, without any kind of discrimina-
tion.
Therefore, it is not enough to inaugu-

rate the library and then rest on one's lau-
rels. Because the library is a living entity
and must reach broader objectives, its
budget should allow for its continued up-
date, whether in terms of collections or
equipment or services, paying special at-
tention to the technological evolution and
the most modern training and informa-
tion techniques.
In Beja, the library is already a cente-

narian and has undergone the vicissitudes
of each epoch. It was once a closed library,
elitist, unsuitable to the interests of the
population, providing tight and dark spac-
es; but it was also subject to the tides of
change represented in Portugal by the
Revolution of April 74. It is true that it
did not become the first priority. There
was so much to do in the country! But its
time came as a consequence of a grow-
ing consciousness that citizens are all the
more free, the more they know and the
more well-informed they are. In the old
and inadequate facilities, a process of
radical change was initiated, largely due
to this consciousness and, above all, due
to the expertise, devotion and enthusiasm
of its new team and of its tireless and cre-
ative director.
Aware of the new public libraries

policy, which the Government had de-
fined and the consequent technical and
financial support, we embarked on the
daring initiative of designing a new
library.

It was an audacious challenge because
we were conscious of the local realities
and of the main objectives to which we
were committed.
Beja is a city of about 25,000 inha-

bitants, whose main vocations are trade
and services. It is situated in an essential-
ly rural environment, with an extremely
high rate of illiteracy and a significant rate
of human desertification. For these rea-
sons, the placing of the library within the
urban web of the city had to be well pon-
dered; its architectural project had to be
outstanding, attractive and providingmul-
tiple and functional spaces; its equipment
had to be modern and comfortable; its
staff had to be carefully selected and ad-
equately trained; its collections had to be
completely renewed; its opening hours
had to be inviting; its services and initia-
tives had to be diverse, scheduled and of
quality; its management model had to
show evidence of a rupture with the old
and obsolete model.
And so, on the 30th of April 1993,

the new library of Beja opened its doors
to the public with a collection of 43,000
titles, 8,300 registered users, 1 librarian,
8 assistant librarians and 3 other mem-
bers of staff.
Five and a half years later the library

had 85,000 titles, more than 15,000
registered users, 53,000 books, and more
than 37,000 audio CDs had been loaned,
and the staff had increased to 2 librari-
ans, 26 assistant librarians and 1 clerk.
The average daily rate of users was 1,000.
By the end of 1998 the library had

organised 104 colloquies and lectures on
a variety of subjects, hosted 24 book pre-
sentations and implemented 94 projects
and activities for children and young peo-
ple.
The challenge had been overcome!

The adhesion of children, young people
and adults impressed even us.The library
of Beja became the "town square".
The library haswelcomed some of the

greatest personalities of the Portuguese
culture. Hundreds nowadays attend the
initiatives, which in the past were

addressed to an elite of a few dozen peo-
ple. During the commemorations of the
World Book Day there was not enough
room in the building for the thousands
of people that had turned up, obliging us
to stop the traffic on the street.
Today, with approximately 100,000

titles, the building has grown too small.
The auditorium can no longer accommo-
date everyone. The cafeteria is constant-
ly full. The adult section has become un-
dersized, just as the depot, the treatment
room and the spaces assigned to the com-
munity services are already too small.
Completely automated, the library of

Beja, which is named Municipal Library
of José Saramago in honour of the
Literature Nobel Prize winner, already
possesses a project for its physical exten-
sion and for its expansion of human re-
sources.
Four branches have already been

created in small villages under the juris-
diction of the municipality, and nine
school libraries are receiving technical
support.
Concerning international co-opera-

tion, the library is involved in the Libera-
tor project in the framework of the
Telematics for Libraries Programme of
the European Union.
Currently, the library is open from

9.30 to 12.30 and from 14.00 to 23.00,
but the users are demanding its opening
during lunch time as well.
In the last few years, 26% of the an-

nual budget of the municipality of Beja
has been assigned to theCultural Depart-
ment, of which an increasingly significant
part is handed over to the Municipal Li-
brary.
For us, it is perfectly clear today that

the investment in the cultural activities is
just as important or evenmore important
than the economical activities.
Beja owesmuch of its public acknow-

ledgement, which has been growing in the
last few years, to its library, which has
become a national reference.
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Digital Heritage

and Cultural Content

Mr. Bernard Smith,
Head of Unit DGXIII/E2

Cultural HeritageApplications

Agenda
� Key Action III

� 1999 Work Programme
� Action Lines

� Results of the 1st Call
� 2nd Call

� Perspectives
for the 2000 Work Programme

Two essential elements: focus and integration

IST (1998-2002)
� Key actions:
� systems and services for the citizen
� new methods of work
and electronic commerce
� multimedia content and tools
� essential technologies
and infrastructures

� future and emerging technologies
� networks for researchers
Accessibility, usability, affordability,

dependability, interoperability

Multimedia Content &Tools
Focus on the development and applica-
tion of technologies, systems and
methods for creating, processing,
managing, accessing and exploiting
content
� content has many guises:
� information for business-
oriented electronic publishing
� knowledge and skills within
educational and cultural institutions
� linguistic and meta-data in
information systems
� data objects for intelligent access,
management and filtering

Key Action III aims to:
� improve the functionality, usability
and acceptability of future informa-
tion products and services
� enable linguistic and cultural diversity
and support creative processes
� contribute to the valorisation and
exploitation of Europe�s cultural
heritage
� enhance education and training
systems for lifelong learning
content-centric and user-driven

� Interactive electronic publishing
� Digital heritage and cultural content
� Education and training
� Human language technologies
� Information access, filtering, analysis
and handling
Striking a balance between competitiveness and

the emerging cultural economy

Extract from the IST Programme
�The work on digital heritage and
cultural content will aim to improve

access to cultural patrimony, facilitate its
valorisation and stimulate cultural
development by expanding the key

contribution of libraries, museums and
archives to the emerging �culture
economy�, including economic,

scientific and technological develop-
ment. Actions will particularly address
new digital processes and cover business
and economic models, especially those
which stimulate new partnerships
through networking and new services

for the citizen�

RTD Objectives extract
from the IST Programme
� integrate and improve access to
heterogeneous distributed and net-
worked collections and repositories
and the information they hold, in
digital and traditional form (e.g.
library holdings, museum exhibition
material, public archive contents,
multimedia art or sound archives,
digital film collections and digital
cinematic distribution networks)

� improving the functionalities of large-
scale repositories of content by pro-
viding rich and powerful interactive
features and advanced management
and copyright techniques

� preservation of and access to valuable
multimedia content from multiple
sources, covering electronic materials
and electronic surrogates of fragile
physical objects

� take-up: a key aspect will be valida-
tions and demonstrations
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Inconceivable that memory institutions
that organise Europe�s cultural and
intellectual record are missing from the
debate ...
� they collect the memories of our
peoples, communities, institutions and
individuals

� they collate what becomes legacy to
future generations

� they preserve the heritage of the
future

� they support democratic processes
and public debate

� they are important to learning,
commerce, tourism, as well as
personal fulfilment

Strategic RTD Objectives:
� improve the accessibility of Europe�s
scientific and cultural collections
(cultural landscape)

� add value to cultural objects and
resources

� generate new digital art forms
� develop sustainable cultural environ-
ments - both technically and organi-
sationally

� establish a framework of agreed infra-
structures, standards, methodologies,
guidelines

Operational Foci:
� applications-based research and
demonstration

� memory organisations, e.g. museums,
libraries, archives

� involving citizens, knowledge workers,
and professionals in memory organi-
sations

� building on and extending national,
European and international initiatives

� new alliances between institutions and
with technology and communications
providers

Must concentrate on:

� technical innovation and ways to
attack core problems:

� improving access
� create new services
� preserve fragile rare objects
� safeguarding future availability

� socio-economic drivers
� exploitation and sustainability
� multidisciplinary teams, sound
management of resources

Remember core values:

� nature, quality and value of the
content

� target memory organisations, their
problems must be our problems
(but not all of them�.)
� have impact, and make sure people
are aware of it

� create a lasting �info-structure� of
technologies, test-beds, guidelines,
standards, new alliances, human and
institutional networks

The 1st Call
� 8 out of 12 Action Lines open
� 578 proposals received

� 201 ranked
� 90+ retained for negotiation

� Total funding requested 1.08 Beuro
� Total funding available >120 Meuro
� 3930 organisations participated
� Approx. 600 organisations negotiating

� 36% industrial (20% SME)
� 55% higher educational and
research establishments

Action Line III.2.3

Access to Scientific and Cultural
Heritage covered:
� Digital library applications
� Virtual representations of cultural
heritage
� support measures
� and links with Action Line III.2.2 on
content management issues

Digital library applications covers:
� access, search and retrieval
functionalities

� resource discovery and meta-data
� thematic collections and subject
gateways (portals)

� distributed and multi-owned collec-
tions

� distributed databases and data-
interoperability
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focus on �cross-domain content naviga-
tion� including core content collections
and methods of accessing them
Virtual representations of cultural
heritage covers:
� exploitation of scientific and cultural
heritage through innovative web-
based services

� visual representations using streaming
video, animation, 3-D and VR

� enhancing learning and game playing
� improving user interaction and
understanding

focus on how users can interact with cultural

content, or surrogates of such content

The 2nd Call
RTD
� III.1.1 Social and business models
� III.2.4 Digital preservation of cultural
heritage

� III.5.1 Multi-sensory forms of
content

� III.5.2 Media representation and
access

Take-up
� State-of-the art authoring and design
systems

� Personalised learning initiative
� Multilinguality in digital content and
services

closing on 17 January 2000

III.1.1 Social and Business Models
� Social, economic, organisational and
behavioural change
� Future impact on growth and em-
ployment

� Technology impact studies
� Convergence issues
� New business models

� Valuing information assets
� New metrics and quality control
criteria

III.2.4 Digital
Preservation of Cultural Heritage
� Strategies for long-term repositories
and digital archives

� Digital archiving for preserving the
content and context of digital objects

� Technical and organisational
solutions targeting economies of scale

� Standards for managing and preser-
ving distributed digital collections

III.5.1 Multi-Sensory
Forms of Content
� New forms of content for enhancing
user perception and interaction

� Architectures, models and tools 3D
modelling, simulation, animation

� Interactive media editing and post
production

� VR and collaborative communities

III.5.2 Media Representation
andAccess
� New coding and indexing technolo-
gies Standards for next generation
visual, auditory, 3D and multi-sensory
media and meta-data

� Search and retrieval by content
characteristics

� Consumer digital video
� Wireless network content

Take-up measures
� State-of-the-art authoring and design

� trials promoting creativity in
authoring

� Personalised learning
� trails of re-usable, component
based services for education and
training

� Multilinguality in digital content and
services

� trails of multi-lingual tools and
processes in business, knowledge
management and online services

focus on availability in global markets

Work Programme 2000
� Authoring interactive web content
� Personalising content
� Access to scientific and cultural
heritage

� Virtual representations of cultural
objects

� School of tomorrow
� The learning citizen
� Natural interactivity and dialogue
� Cross-lingual information manage-
ment

� Content processing for consumer and
mobile platforms

� Information visualisation

Access to Digital Collections of
Cultural and Scientific Content
To substantially improve access for
citizens and professionals to Europe�s
expanding repositories of cultural and
scientific knowledge.
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The work should contribute to the
creation of a sustainable European cul-
tural landscape and will address global
consensus on common specifications and
practices for new data models, architec-
tures, benchmarks andmetrics, test suites,
meta-data directories and trust infrastruc-
tures. It will establish or enhance relevant
standards.

Focus for Cultural Knowledge:
innovative systems integration and refe-
rence implementations for advanced di-
gital library test-beds federating content
and navigation, search and retrieval func-
tions and tools for large-scale, diverse and
highly distributed cultural information
and concept spaces, andintegrating com-
munity building tools providing a seam-
less and tailored approach to sharing and
interactive use of internationally distri-
buted and cultural significant resources
and collections.

Focus for Scientific Heritage:
the creation of international science col-
laboratoria which integrate in a novel way
sets of standards, tools and virtual world
servers for the collaborative analysis of
multi-disciplinary data.

Virtual Representations
of Cultural Objects
To explore and experiment with novel
ways of creating, manipulating, mana-
ging and presenting new classes of �in-
telligent�, dynamically adaptive and self-
aware digital cultural objects, either held
by memory institutions or directly invol-
ving digitally born objects and art forms.
The work should focus on and result

in the sustainable development of valu-
able digital repositories. This includes
models for future collections and guide-
lines for integrating real and virtual ob-
jects and collections.
The focus is user centred and includes:

user interaction and models for interac-
tivity with high-quality virtual represen-
tations of valuable cultural objects, and
the creation and navigation of virtual
cultural and scientific landscapes.

Examples should be developed which
show how dynamic user interaction with
cultural and scientific content can en-
hance the user experience. It addresses the
experiences of learning, exploring and
entertaining for the user.

What to focus on?
Citizen view:
� radical new level of friendly self-
service access

� advanced mediated access to
distributed external resources

� role of community building in service
provision

� co-operation across different memory
institutions

� focus on virtual and interactive
networks, and issues of access rights,
quality, authentication, trust, confi-
dence

� link to learning, exploring, playing,

What to focus on?
Professional view:
� gateways and highly tailored services
for students, academics

� collaboratoria and analysis tools
� new techniques for resource sharing,
cross-domain navigation, indexing,
classification, meta-data

� understanding management and
organisational change

� preservation and digital archiving

Take-up: Cultural and Scientific He-
ritage - enhancing user experiences
To improve citizens access to cultural and
scientific content. The focus is on memo-
ry organisations adding value to their col-
lections and associated services through
the use of new technologies.Trails aiming
at the adoption and introduction of lead-
ing edge technologies have a priority.
Domains of interest include new

navigational tools, wireless access to the
web, improved visualisation of artefacts
and collections, community building for
thematic collections etc. In all cases the
trails should be driven by an authentic
need as expressed by a well defined user
profile.

And what then?
� Access and visualisation of cultural
and scientific collections

� Intelligent cultural and knowledge
gateways for the citizen

� Digital archiving and long-term
preservation test-beds

� and ...

Questions of Content
� Are the problems the right ones?
� Are the objectives sharp and well
defined?

� Will it have an impact?
� Are the desired results evident?
� Are the users involved?
� Does it have a clear EU focus?
� Is the challenge a global one?

Questions of Context
� Will these mobilise the right actors?
� What role �take-up� and accompa-
nying measures in developing critical
mass?

� Who should we target and how?
� What policy links need to be rein-
forced?

� Which alliances to target and how?
� What next: Work Programme 2001?

Opportunities:
� develop new people-focused services
� economies of scale through collabo-
rative approaches

� added-value content - new opportuni-
ties for its exploitation

� alliances - within the cultural area,
with industry and private sector
partners, with education

� improve visibility & accessibility of
Europe�s heritage
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Democracy, citizenship, human
rights - big words used so often
in many situations, but not al-

ways with awareness of their meaning.
They are written down in all our consti-
tutions and are a crucial part of many
laws.
But what happens in real life? Let me

tell you a true story which happened a
month ago.

The library I work in is one of the
training centres designated by PubliCA.
In order to attend, one of the participants
left her country for the first time in her
life and travelled to Ljubljana by train.
She had to cross some borders and at one
of them she had a horrible experience:

In the middle of the night a customs
officer pushed her out of the train even
though all her documents were in order.
He refused to explain to her what was
wrong and what she would have to do to
resume the journey. He did not want to
talk at all and he did not allow her to use
the telephone. His treatment was insolent
and violent. Then he took her into an
empty room and made her wait. After
some hours he came with an offer: he
would let her go if she gave himDM200,
he was even so kind as to offer her a taxi.
The woman refused. When she asked
what she had done wrong and what laws
she had broken, she got the answer: �I
am the law here!�
When the next train going in the same

direction arrived, he pushed her on and
let her go without any explanation or, of
course, excuse. Can you imagine the ex-
perience this person had, who left her
home country for the first time in her life,
who kept wondering when she would
awake from such a horrible nightmare,
only to realise that it will always be in her
memory, and can never be erased?
But that was not the worst of it. When

she finally got to Ljubljana, we called the
embassy of her country located in the
countrywhere all this happened. Can you
believe that they answered that it is per-
haps wise to have some money for such
situations, just in case!

Can you understand her fear of go-
ing back?

Stories like this one happen all the
time, in all parts of the world. In some
countries the government permits them,
in others they are hidden. But they occur,
even in countries with a long democratic
tradition. In one such country I saw that
there was a separate entrance to the pub-
lic affairs offices for immigrants. When I
asked why, I was told that it was only to
help them, that they need special treat-
ment due to language difficulties and in-
experience.
Was it really only kindness?
It will take a lot of time and effort on

the personal and institutional level to
build a world which will allow freedom,
equality, individuality and the same op-
portunities to everyone.
With the co-operation of all institu-

tions, with the government at the top, it
will be possible to create a society in which
there will not be a place for violence or if
there is, people will be able to defend
themselves from it.
Is it too conceited to say that public

libraries are places which are democratic
by themselves, and at the same time offer
an environmentwhich stimulates personal
development? Who creates democracy if
not cultivated, responsible and informed
individuals?
The services of the public library are

provided on the basis of equality of ac-
cess for all, regardless of age, race, sex,
religion, nationality, language or social
status.
TheUNESCOPublic LibraryMani-

festo says: �Freedom, Prosperity and the
Development of society and individuals
as a fundamental human rights will only
be attained through the ability of well-
informed citizens to exercise their demo-
cratic rights and to play an active role in
the society. The public library, the local
gateway to knowledge, provides a basic
condition for lifelong learning, indepen-
dent decision-making and cultural deve-
lopment for individuals and social
groups.�

Breda Karun,
Deputy Director,

Library Otona Zupanica,
Ljubljana, Slovenia

The role of the Public Library

in Democracy and Citizenship
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Public libraries have a variety of
means at their disposal to stimulate demo-
cratic processes and most importantly,
besides schools, they are institutions which
are visited sooner or later by almost each
citizen from childhood until old age.

The basic function of a public library
is to collect, process, offer for use and pre-
serve publicly available material no mat-
ter what form it is packaged in. The ma-
terial is accessible for all users and the
library has facilities for using the newme-
dia. The documents containing informa-
tion on government decisions on the mu-
nicipal and national level are one of most
important and frequently used parts of a
library�s collection. Librarians are guides
through the mass of information, assis-
tants in using the technology and coun-
sellors for defining the right questions to
get proper answers.
Public libraries offer special care for

special groups of users:There�s no library
in the world which would not have a de-
partment for children. With a variety of
activities they stimulate children�s
creativity, tolerance and imagination.
Young adults are one of the groups

which demand extra careful treatment,
but if communication is established they
are excellent partners in various projects.
Let me mention the debate program in
the library I work in, where students learn
to defend their opinions and be tolerant
of others. They use the library material
for preparing debates and perform them
sometimes for visitors, and they have even
demonstrated a political debate in the
parliament.
The unemployed find the library to

be a place which enables them to stay
connected to active life. They can get in-
formation on their social rights, laws and
regulations, look for announcements for
jobs in newspapers and browse through
job links.
Libraries offer various services to the

handicapped: readingmachines and spe-
cial computer programs for the visually
impaired, talking books for the blind, the
delivery of books to people who can not

come to the library by themselves, and
others.
Lives are getting longer and longer, a

lot of retired people still want to be ac-
tive members of society. Libraries in
Slovenia have founded senior clubs, called
the University for the third stage of life.
Beside other activities, members tell sto-
ries to children, offer free study help to
youngsters, give legal advice and lectures
on various subjects and in this way share
their experiences.
In short, each citizen, regardless of age

or status, can find a public library to be a
place which stimulates personal growth,
social awareness and helps realise citizen-
ship.
The case I described above is really

an extreme. But there aremany situations
in everyone�s life which demand aware-
ness of our duties and rights. Democracy
is a variety of possibilities. It is a personal
decision which possibility to choose and

this decision has to be accepted with a
high degree of responsibility.
Howcanwe defend ourselves from the

inappropriate treatment we might expe-
rience in everyday life? Only by being in-
formed, by having clear explanations.
Not being informed can no longer be

an excuse.

Mrs.Breda Karun, Slovenia and Mr.RamazanVozga,
Manager, LibraryTraining Centre,National Library,Albania
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Where are we?
The Public Library in the
Community

All of us here at this PubliCA con-
ference understand that public
libraries have an unrivalled posi-

tion in their communities � they are not
just warm, dry and free to enter when the
weather gets bad; but also widely trusted,
welcoming and sociable; full of enticing
leisure and entertainment resources,
learning opportunities and wide-ranging
information. The public library is a good
place to meet but also hospitable to those
who are alone. It is formany the first place
at which to ask a question, any question,
and expect a well-researched, timely
answer. In the eyes of most of our users
the staff are friendly, approachable and
free of the taint of officialdom. They al-
ways know where to find out about some-
thing and whom to contact. They are
endlessly patient in helping users with the
computers.
We could each add further values and

attributes to this list to illustrate the im-
portance of public libraries to their com-
munities; and the wide recognition of
their role and achievements, locally, first
and foremost, but also nationally and
internationally. Public librarians were
sharing knowledge and lending items
across the world long before the Internet
became the first global network.
This is the broad view of public library

endeavour. The work which has been
done in Croydon recently is a small part
of that picture.

Croydon Libraries
in the Community
How have Croydon libraries used their
status within the community? Canwe feel
confident that the library service will be
at the centre of Croydon�s future?
In this case study I will be highlighting

examples from our services to see what
we have contributed to life in Croydon,
looking in particular at the part Croydon
libraries have played in supporting the
economic and social development of the

community. These will include the Croy-
donOnline Community Network, which
is the foundation for several content and
service building initiatives; Cornerstone
House and INCH;homework and house
bound users; Job Mart and the Business
Register.
To set these developments in context

we need a brief snapshot of Croydon
Libraries and their priorities, to put be-
side the priorities of Croydon communi-
ty, as we understand them.

A Snapshot of Croydon Libraries
Croydon has a large central library and
twelve small branch libraries. The cen-
tral library is well known for its IT deve-
lopments and much visited for these, but
also for the exciting architecture and the
evolution of the cultural complex in
which the library sits: the links between
the Museum and Heritage Service, the
Arts Service and the Library have en-
riched all three.
Croydon libraries have a staff of 288,

includingmanywho work part-time. The
total budget is £4.6 million this year.
The resident population is 336,000

and rising slowly, against the trend in
London. It is augmented by a daytime
working population of approximately
100,000. 78% of the resident population
use the service on a regular basis.
Croydon and business go together;

there are more than 9,000 businesses in
the area, ranging from micro-businesses
to multinational corporations. The
Library Service has recognised that the
health of the business community and the
level of economic activity across the
borough are high priorities for Croydon
by providing appropriate and imaginative
support services.
Almost a year ago Croydon Libraries

completed a wide area network to con-
nect all thirteen sites, using 2 Mb cable
and providing 2 Mb leased line Internet
supply to all sites. This was achieved
through a grant from theDepartment for
Culture,Media and Sport/Wolfson Pub-
lic Library Challenge Fund. Until that

Heather Kirby,
Information Services Manager,

Croydon Libraries

�Interacting with Society:

Economic and Social Development�
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time we had been extending the net-
worked services gradually, as we could
afford it, by prioritising our general bud-
gets. This special opportunity enabled us
tomove forward quite quickly to the stage
of being ready to use this infrastructure
as a launch pad for building and providing
new services and resources; and reaching
new audiences through this process.

Priorities for Croydon Libraries

Community role
One of the aims of the service has been
to take the library out into the communi-
ty, to a greater extent than ever before,
and to try to meet the needs identified in
the community. It is a new emphasis
rather than a newdirection; one that takes
us far beyond the fulfilment of the statu-
tory obligation to provide a free library
service, inspiring new initiatives to enable
everyone in the community to join the
mainstream of the information society.
This work has of course raised expecta-
tions which are sometimes a challenge to
meet but the policy driving it recognises
not only the potential of the library as
the lynch pin of the local information ex-
change, but also its strength as an agent
of change within the community. The
public library can do somuch just because
it is a universally trusted organisation.
Much of what we have created recent-

ly in developing Croydon�s library service
has been achieved through a growing in-
volvement with local organisations and
individuals in all sectors of the commu-
nity, building partnerships and opening
up the processes to greater community
participation.

Lifelong Learning Support
Opening up a range of learning oppor-
tunities in Croydon Libraries, in response
to a growing demand, has chimed with
new government policies and funding
stimuli. Open Learning services, using
computer-based packages for indepen-
dent and flexible learning, have been
widespread in English public libraries for
some years.Todaymany libraries provide

a variety of informal learning opportu-
nities, from Book Start for babies to sup-
port for the University of the Third Age
programmes. Several of Croydon�s new
services will be described in this paper.

ICT Development
Croydon libraries have for many years
been committed to developing new infor-
mation and communications technology
(ICT). Within the UKCroydon has been
at the forefront of several innovations,
such as CD-ROM networking and the
introduction of public Internet services.
Realising the potential of a modern ICT
infrastructure for the community, we have
worked hard to achieve this.We are there-
fore in a good position to join the New
Library Network and contribute to its
development; in particular, by offering
information and the benefit of our expe-
rience to other library authorities thatmay
be less advanced in this aspect of library
development.

StaffTraining and Commitment
A vision for development and the finance
to implement it, will not go very far with-
out staff commitment and a good basis
of skills and knowledge. Croydon
Libraries have submitted an outline pro-
posal to theNewOpportunities FundCall
for Library Staff Training: we hope to be
accepted to start a training programme
for 188 staff next April. This is a unique
opportunity to provide independent
learning and training in ICT for all library
staff, over a period of eighteen months.
The funding estimated for Croydon
Libraries is tenfold what we are able to
allocate to training each year. In order to
meet the funding criteria we are required
to have a good plan for this training, to-
gether with an ICT strategy and we have
just established a Working Group on
Learning and Training opportunities in
Croydon Libraries. It is intended that this
group should later broaden its remit to
cover user education and the wider par-
ticipation in informal learning that we
offer to everyone in the borough through
the library service.

Historically our early introduction of
IT facilities enabled us to begin to build
staff commitment and interest in the user
benefits of such services.The process was
so gradual that we have never had any
great technophobia to dispel and there has
always been considerable enthusiasm and
demand from staff for more facilities, a
trend which has matched the spiral of
demand from the public.

Priorities
for Croydon Community
Croydon Libraries� links and contacts in
all sectors of the community are growing
steadily, thus strengthening our knowledge
and understanding of the needs of the
community, for library resources and
services which will support and enhance
the quality of life for everyone who lives,
works, studies in or visits Croydon.
The area of education and training

has always been very important but new
government policies and initiatives have
raised its profile dramatically in the last
two years. Croydon Libraries are work-
ing hard to meet the demand, with inno-
vative services which will contribute to the
establishment of Croydon as a Learning
City, in which everyone can access formal
or informal learning opportunities,
throughout their lives.
New networks have given Croydon

Libraries new opportunities to contribute
to the borough�s initiatives in supporting
the business community and assisting
employment. Good ICT facilities have
also enabled the library service to develop
new networks in the field of health and
social care. This will be illustrated in one
of the examples in this paper.

Croydon Online
Community Network
The hub of the network is the Croydon
Onlineweb site, throughwhich the library
service is providing information and e-
mail communication; building new
resources and services; and encouraging
wide ownership and participation from
within all sectors of the community.
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One of the most important aspects of
the vision for CroydonOnline has always
been its �something for everyone� nature.
We did not want it to be seen as a Council
web site, but rather as a site and network
embracing all sectors of the community,
of which the Council is a very important
part, but only a part. The philosophy be-
hind this vision was to stimulate collabo-
rative building and sustaining of the
resource through a shared identity,
ownership and therefore, responsibility.
Our progress in promoting this vision

has been slow, in the face of ignorance
and some self-interest and fear from
colleagueswithin theCouncil. Fortunately
our aims and work have been supported
by some officers, and very generously by
our contacts in other organisations across
the borough. We continue to hold fast to
this vision of the future of Croydon On-
line. The technology offers an excellent
opportunity to build a unified, shared
service which can work for all interests
across the borough. Croydon does not
need yet another series of unrelated de-
velopments competing with each other.
The use of the data and services of-

fered by Croydon Online has spread and
increased since we were able, as part of
the Wolfson project, to complete Croy-
donLibraries� network infrastructure,pro-
viding free and stable Internet access in
all thirteen sites. The profile of the service
was raised and within a short time, all
public Internet services were booked a
week in advance. As part of this project
we carried out an intensive staff training
programme and a series of introductory
sessions for users of the new services.
In parallel with the above promotion

work, the Croydon Online Research
Project, funded by the British Library
Research and Innovation Centre (now
part of the Library and Information
Commission), was carrying out an inten-
sive survey of the awareness and use of
Croydon Online. Some of the results are
informing new developments and
establishing community priorities for the
future. One result was very clear: as with
our other services, an enthusiastic re-
sponse was creating a new spiral of de-
mand for further development and wider
access to the resource.

CommunityAccess
Spreading information about Croydon
Online has stimulated an encouraging, if
numerically small,number of requests for
connection, including of course help with

the costs of the set up phase. If it seems
desirable to outside organisations, then
perhaps we have got some of it right, in-
cluding perhaps the content priorities.
Once again the Wolfson Project,

which has enabled Croydon Libraries to
move forward with many strands of their
ICT development, made it affordable to
begin the spread of access to the network
by establishing a few pilot sites, some of
which are described below.
Two large sites in the voluntary sec-

tor were connected, one of them an um-
brella organisation, Croydon Voluntary
Action, which could open it up to several
hundred of their member organisations;
and the other, a host for a number of tiny
groups in Cornerstone House.
Other sites included Health Centres,

Job and Training Centres. Here as in the
voluntary sector, the enthusiasm grew
during the project, giving rise, for exam-
ple, to a proposal to establish a Croydon-
wide adult education and training centre
network through the library and able to
share some additional services. The
success of the pilot connection, in this sec-
tor especially, has brought new energy to
some of the Education and Library
partnerships.
In other areas there is also evidence

of great interest and enthusiasm to inspire
us to carry on the work of developing the
network.

Cornerstone House
This a two-storey buildingwhich gives tiny
office space to the organisers of 25 local
community groups, that look after the
interests and needs of minorities with
physical, social and language difficulties,
for example: AsianWomen�s Conference;
Before and After Dark (Women�s Safe
Transport); Each One Teach One;
CroydonCommunityMediation Project.
We networked the whole building as

part of theWolfson Project, giving every
office leased line Internet access, as well
as connecting the communal meeting
spaces. When we invited the group
organisers to visit the Central Library for
demonstration and talk sessions we were
delighted at their keen interest and abili-
ty to grasp the possibilities for their work
and the benefits which ICT would offer
to their members. Learning to use the
Internet and having some computer skills
could enable some of their members to
join the mainstream of society; perhaps
get a job and gain some self-confidence.
This in turn might encourage some of

them to take up other opportunities to
learn and train, or at least want to have
their share of the richmultimedia resour-
ces which are available in the libraries.
Themanager of the centre was eager

to revolutionise the way he works, by
creating e-mail lists, electronic discussion
groups and online booking of themeeting
spaces. He is also interested in a further
project to provide small group training in
Cornerstone House, to introduce basic
ICT skills to all the group members.
The success of this community site

creates for Croydon Libraries a new im-
perative: wemust find a way of spreading
networked access to many other sites,
where similar organisations are working
hard to overcome inequalities within our
society.

Homework Help Clubs
Two Homework Clubs have been estab-
lished so far and both are proving very
popular. Each one has a dedicated area
in the open plan library, with computers,
printers, scanners, supervised Internet
access, CD-ROM network and word
processing and spreadsheet packages.
Two Homework Helpers are available to
encourage and guide users. One of these
clubs was set up with commercial spon-
sorship, and the other through joint
funding by the Education Action Zone
with the library; both providing good
models for future social and educational
partnerships.
We would like to set up several more

clubs in our libraries as these two are so
well-used and enjoyed. They are much
more than just an educational add-on.
Their social function is very clear in the
quotation below, from a very enthusiastic
young child in New Addington, an area
of Croydon which has high unemploy-
ment and some problems arising from
social deprivation. Here there are house-
holds in which it is undoubtedly difficult
to find room and an atmosphere condu-
cive to study, so the library enables some
children to work and study well who
would not otherwise have a good oppor-
tunity to do so. The Club patrons also
seem to enjoy doing their homework in
the company of their peers and they often
help each other as well as turning to the
adult helpers.

A Homework
Help Club User said:
�Interacting with Society: economic and
social development� I like coming to the
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Homework Club because it�s more fun and there�s

good computers to use and someone helps you with

the computer.

[ 8 year old boy in New Addington]

House Bound User Group
The idea for this project, which was also
funded within the Wolfson Project, grew
out of discussions with the staff who run
the House bound Library Service. We
were all aware that many of their regular
userswere eager to learn but felt that there
were no opportunities open to them in the
field of ICT and Internet in particular. It
seemed an exciting idea to explore the
potential of providing access to the net-
work: would it enable any of the mem-
bers of the group to gain new skills, to
make new contacts and increase their
knowledge in areas of special interest?
Would this experience help us to develop
a service which catered for special needs
in using ICT?
TheGroup comprised fourteenmem-

bers, between the ages of 45 and 89.None
of these people had ever used the Inter-
net and 50% of them had never used a
computer. Theywere however volunteers
who responded to a leaflet drop to all our
house bound library users and they were
eager to try.
Each of them was given a new per-

sonal computer, small printer, modemand
six-month dial-up Internet account. The
first task for the two staff who managed
this part of the project, was to get them
set up comfortably and liven up the net-
work connections. Then began the inten-
sive process of one-to-one training and
familiarisation which is applauded in one
of the quotes below. Throughout the
project there was constant e-mail and
telephone contact, but some of the group
needed fairly frequent personal visits to
sort things out and sustain their confi-
dence. The results were outstanding, a
measure of the quality of the support, but
also a tribute to the determination of the
group members. They sent back diary
sheets, regular e-mails to the support staff,
as well as to the group list, and explored
energetically.

HUGOutcomes
The groupmembers became new, enthu-
siastic users of ICT: they exchanged
URLswith each other by e-mail; searched
the library�s OPAC; e-mailed their re-
quests to theHouse Bound Service. They
also made many new contacts for their
own topics of interest; worked through

Croydon Online and provided the Re-
search Officer with a clear critique of it
as a resource for someone with a mobili-
ty problem. Some of the group used e-
mail to contact politicians, at which point
we crossed our fingers that nothing would
rebound on Croydon Libraries via our
Council Members.
In summary they enjoyed this learn-

ing exercise enormously, evincing along
the way a great sense camaraderie within
the group, none of whom were acquain-
ted before the project began. A raft of
jokes grew around the acronym of the
group. At least one of the members has
used this new competence to embark on
anOpenUniversity course andwe would
like to develop the project to explore dis-
tance learning opportunities which could
be made available through new partner-
ships with the library.

A HUG member said:
Thank you again for introducing me to the Big

Wide World� I can now go anywhere I like,

whenever I like� no passport controls, no waiting

around in the airport, no travel fatigue�.

Another HUG quote:
You will never know how grateful I am for this

opportunity to learn with patient teachers� One

of my friends, a very clever lady, is still making a

dog�s dinner of her e-mails, so I am optimistic�.

INCH Information Network
for Croydon Health
This project provides a further example
of content-building initiatives which have
become feasible since Croydon Libraries
consolidated Croydon Online and com-
pleted the network infrastructure for the
library service. It also demonstrates the
value to the community of a cross-secto-
ral development in an information field
that most people need frequently in their
daily lives. Behind the success of the web
site and its management lies a story of
great diplomatic effort, needed to accom-
modate the differing approaches and in-
terests of all the partners,who come from
the health, voluntary, statutory and pri-
vate sectors.
It began with the recognition by three

information colleagues that there was a
plethora of small information gathering
activities happening across the area in the
field of health and social care, but little
interchange or knowledge of how they
overlapped each other, where they could
be found, or how they were updated and
managed. There was everything from the

notes in the cardboard box upwards, but
nothing electronic which was capable of
being shared.
It was clear that Croydon needed ac-

cess to a unified, current, authoritative
source of health and social care informa-
tion. It was agreed, following a wide com-
munity consultation and seminar, that
Croydon Online offered the best vehicle
for creating and delivering this resource.
An information mapping exercise began
and subgroups were set up to plan the
content, develop the site and continue the
work of informing groups and individu-
als to build consensus and support.
The site is growing daily but of course

problems arise, for example, it was
decided, with our CHA partner, to link
directly to the Croydon HealthAuthority
site for the current lists of doctors, den-
tists etc. No-one ever imagined that this
would not be updated, much less that it
might be taken off-line for a long period,
but Croydon Online receives the unkind
comments about listing dead doctors and
other sad circumstances.
Notwithstanding such difficulties, the

resource has become known and respec-
ted. Other agencies are queuing up to
publish their directories on the site, e.g.
AgeConcern, whichwas launched aweek
ago. They are very enthusiastic about
INCH, even if they do manage to �im-
prove� on their web address when they
print it on the hard copy version. INCH
is reaching the point of needing financial
support in order to promote the work and
extend the resource, but that will be a
matter for a sequel to this outline.

Business Support
It was mentioned earlier that the needs
of the business community are very im-
portant for Croydon. Croydon Libraries
have well-established links and partner-
ships with some of the other business sup-
port agencies in the area and these are
growing as our services develop and gain
recognition.

IBC,
Information for Business in Croydon
This is a specialist service, situated in the
Central Library, which has some loyal
customers from as far away as Scotland,
but deals mainly with businesses in the
South East Region. It has a solid reputa-
tion for ICT capability and has taken a
lead in the CD-ROM network develop-
ments and the use of the Internet for busi-
ness information and related topics.
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The Business Register
When it was first developed, it was called
the Electronic Business Register, but when
a new logowas being designedwe realised
how old-fashioned the electronic bit of
the name sounded today andwe changed
it. This register of businesses in the local
area has grown and become well known
in some areas at least � we were ap-
proached by a business in Bristol, a couple
of hundred miles away from Croydon,
wanting to join the register. We said that
it was fairly local to Croydon and South
London, but they were so pressing, even
to the point of claiming that they were
considering relocation to this area, that
we made an entry for them. It is a free
service to all businesses.

Croydon Small Business Club
For several years the Central Library and
IBC have hosted this club, making our
facilities available and helping to organise
events. They appreciate this support and
are in turn much consulted on Council
economic development and planning
projects, as a small business focus group.
The relationship has opened up other
contacts and partnerships for IBC and the
library generally.

Job Mart
Aone stop shop onCroydonOnline, pro-
viding employment opportunities in the
local area, was established and launched
in April this year, with support from
several large organisations inCroydon, in-
cluding a recruitment agency. They also
saw it as a good development, rather than
a threat to their livelihood, in that it would
co-ordinate as much as possible on one
site and be capable of receiving adver-
tisements and supporting documents di-
rectly by e-mail, thus saving considerable
recruitment costs. The promotion drive
to win further companies as subscribers
has slowed down recently, due to staff
vacancies, but the initial responses sug-
gest that it will be supported in the long
term.

As can be seen from theweb site, there
are very flexible search facilities, and op-
portunities to build new features which
will include aCVdatabase and expanded
links to subscribers� web sites for back-
ground information. When we launched
the service there were none for our area
which could offer the number of local
jobs, or the range of facilities.
We have several case examples of

people using the site successfully from first
seeing an advertisement through to ac-
cepting the job, with all stages transacted
online.

Projects, Partnerships and the Future
for Croydon Libraries
That one successful project attracts offers
of several others is clear: the difficulty is
managing to fit them all in and still run
the core services well, given that it is al-
ways hard to decline a chance to join an
attractive project.
Croydon Libraries does sometimes

seem to be involved in very many projects
and they are stimulating and motivating
for staff. Some of the current partnerships
and networks which are running projects
with Croydon Libraries� involvement,
centre around lifelong learning and busi-
ness training initiatives. They are
frequently linked to regional and national
initiatives for project funding. A few
examples are mentioned with brief
details:

Business Learning Network
This partnership reaches across two bor-
oughs, with amembership of training and
business support organisations, colleges,
local authorities and libraries. It enabled
Croydon Libraries to equip a training
room and start a programme of short
ICT courses, which had been suggested
and requested by many library users, in
partnership with a local training group.
IT�s Easy to LearnComputer Skills
has proved very popular with individuals,
whilst the other part of the scheme, IT�s
Easy to Get Your Staff Trained has
been drawing in small business groups and
is now being extended to cater for larger
businesses.

Partnership in Learning across
Croydon and Sutton
A group, including local colleges, train-
ing centres and libraries, which has been
running a project to widen participation
in adult learning, has recently bid to
manage a large hub within the Universi-
ty for Industry project. Croydon Libraries
will have at least one learning centre and
several access centres, opening up new
resources and funding opportunities to ex-
tend the learning services we currently
provide. The contacts within this group
have enlarged the scope of Croydon
Libraries� initiatives in learning and train-
ing.

European Projects
CroydonLibraries will be associated part-
ners in several projects which have not yet
been formally established.The online and
networking developments of the past year
have attracted new credit and acknow-
ledgement, in particular from the business
and education sectors. This in turn has
brought new offers of partnership and co-
operation, which will again enlarge the
horizons for Croydon Libraries and sti-
mulate an interest in creating new appli-
cations for their information and commu-
nications technology. These few develop-
ments which I have outlined are just the
beginning.
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Since 1995 I have been the Director
of the Rotterdam Public Library. I
amnot a librarian asmy profession.

Till four years ago I was an engineer and
I have worked for a long time in public
housing and urban renewal in Rotterdam.
I am convinced that my background, of
an outsider, is an advantage for the mo-
dernisation of the library work.
In my four years in the library I have

changedmymanagement team complete-
ly. Now half of the management of the
RotterdamLibrary is non-librarian. Inmy
opinion if you want to renew your library
work, start by renewing thementality and
the attitude of your staff.
I have been asked to tell you some is-

sues about the educational task of the
Rotterdam Library. I feel free to give you
some headlines about our situation on the
educational, the multicultural and the
cultural issues. In my opinion, these are
in fact almost the same issue.
In the Netherlands we have nearly 16

million inhabitants and four big cities:
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Den Haag and
Utrecht.Rotterdam is the second citywith
a population of 600,000 inhabitants. In
the whole region around Rotterdam we
find 1.2 million people. In Rotterdamwe
have now 22 branch libraries, spread over
the whole city, all equipped with an In-
ternet connection for the public. The last
eight years we have renewed and restyled
more than half of these 22 branch libra-
ries. And in the next years we will go on
with this renewal of the very important
infrastructure for the RotterdamLibrary.
The Main Library was built in 1983

and is situated in the middle of the city
centre. And besides that we have two
busses, bookmobiles, specially for the ele-
mentary schools.
Our strategy is that theMain Library

and the 22 branch libraries are the two
complementary pillars of the whole in-
stitute. In this table you can see what the
differences are and how these two pillars
need each other. The Main Library can-
not exist without the branches and vice
versa.

Some facts and figures show how im-
portant the library is in the society: 25 %
of the Rotterdam population is a mem-
ber of our library. In total we have 4 mil-
lion visitors every year, 2 million in the
Main Library and 2 million in all the
branches together. Andwe have 5million
loans a year. (2/3 in the branches; 1/3 in
the Main Library).
In 1997 we reorganised the structure

of the staff, in total equalling 290 full-time
posts. We started by reallocations in our
total budget of 42 million guilders:
� an education department
� a section of Internet editors
� Public relations section
� Rotterdam Information Desk
(for city council information)

� A new function of special librarians
for specific groups
In general we can say that after the

reorganisation in 1997 there was a new
starting point.We started an Open Lear-
ning Centre in the Main Library, and in
a short time we will start such centres as
well in 2 of the branches. Now we give
much advise to the higher schools on their
new school libraries (�mediatheken�). We
have opened a special web site (�B-wise�)
for a top ten of books for children by us-
ing a chat box. Last year we started cours-
es in the use of Internet for the general
public and for children as well. In our own
Theatre we have some 200 performances
about literature, music and other cultural
events. And the last two years we have had
a huge party for our readers on a Satur-
day evening in November for 3,000 peo-
ple on four stages withmany authors.My
conclusions are:
� give the library a position at the
centre of society;

� start pilots for experiments and search
new ways (trial and error);

� transform the classical library work to
a modern information centre, an edu-
cational service centre and a cultural
(multi) meeting centre;

� and last but not least: for a new
position of the public library, it is also
necessary to renew the attitude and
mentality of the library staff.

FransMeijer,
Director, Rotterdam Public Library

The new Library

needs a new Attitude
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Public libraries are in most local
communities the most internatio-
nal and multicultural points of

their environment! Where else you can
find so much fiction and non-fiction
literature, journals and papers, in best
cases alsomusic and videos in original and
in translated versions?
If the wanted item is not included in

the own collection of the library in ques-
tion, it can be inter-loaned from which-
ever other library in the world.
The Internet has multiplied this ele-

ment in library work: if the library offers
access to the Internet, it can offer still
more possibilities for those who are
interested in any culture or language � this
is true in spite of the dominance of Eng-
lish on the Internet.
This is in line with the interests of

users: they travel more and more, they
work abroad from time to time, they at-
tend foreign education institutions, they
have contacts to different countries via
NGO�s or as individuals. All in all, the
citizens need support for their internatio-
nalisation.
At the same time there is a growing

non-voluntary emigration towards
Europe or even inside Europe from coun-
tries in economical or political difficulties.
These immigrants need library services
as well, first of all their own journals and
papers.
The present situation is challenging

libraries to new developments in addition
to their traditional strong areas.

Case Finland � a Newcomer in
Multicultural Services
Finland was for a long time a very homo-
genous country. We had three traditional
minorities, the Swedish-speakers, the
Samish people and the gypsies. The po-
sition of especially the first mentioned has
been good. The bilingual policy of Fin-
land has even been used as an example
of a successful one. This can be seen in
libraries, too.The Library Act orders that
communities with a bilingual status (Fin-
nish/Swedish or Finnish/Samish) must

serve both language groups on equal
terms. The state subsidiary basis for
libraries in bilingual communities takes
into account this fact.
From the 70s onwe have received new

ethnic groups. The first groups were
Chilean and Vietnamese refugees. The
amount of people with a non-Finnish
background is still only 80,000with a total
population of Finland of more than 5
million.
The general immigrant policy in Fin-

land as well as in all Nordic countries is
ambitious: to support their own culture
and to integrate them into our societies
at the same time.

Helsinki City Library�s Central
Multicultural Library Service
Helsinki City Library�s CentralMulticul-
tural Library Service was begun in 1995.
It was built up according to models in
other Nordic countries, where this kind
of service has much longer traditions. It
is run byHelsinki City Library, which re-
ceives special Government subsidy for the
purpose.
CentralMulticultural Library Service

serves the entire country with its acquisi-
tions, collection and staff. Its aims are:
� to enhance library services for
foreigners

� to establish connections with domes-
tic and international organisations

� to provide information and guidance
� to purchase material in rare
languages for interlibrary use for the
minorities in Finland.

Still, local municipalities in Finland are
for their part also responsible for
providing library services for the foreign-
ers. Especially the acquisition of newspa-
pers and periodicals are considered to be
their task.
The Central Multicultural Library

Service collection is open to everybody,
you can find it in the Helsinki City Main
Library. This is because 50.000 of our
80.000 foreigners live in Helsinki region
and have easy access to it.

Tuula Haavisto,
CECUP Project Manager

Culture and

Linguistic Diversity
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A special characteristic of the Cen-
tralMulticultural Library Service is heavy
use of the possibilities offered by new in-
formation technology. Also in this field,
an inter-Nordic co-operation begun as
early as 1996. The background was that
serving multicultural populations is quite the same

work in all the countries and it demands a lot of

staff resources (how and fromwhere to sub-
scribe to Kurdish papers, or how to cata-
logue books written in Thai letters?).
Could practical knowledge and other pro-
fessional skills be shared via the Internet?
Could something really new be offered
to library users via the Internet?
The answer was MultiCultural Li-

brary, MCL. It is a net-based service, the
goal of which is to make Nordic public
libraries, and especially theirmulticultural
services, available to everyone through the
Internet. The cultural and information
needs of the foreigners living in the Nor-
dic countries are kept in mind particular-
ly.
MCL�smain target groups are thus the

foreign library customers living in the
Nordic countries, or those customers ap-
proaching the library through the Inter-
net from all over the world. The aim is to
develop theMCL in such away that those
interested can gain access tomulticultural
knowledge and information through its
home pages.
ButMCL is also a tool for librarians. From

MCL-pages a librarian can find differ-
ent kinds of tools used in Nordic multi-
lingual libraries. Depending on the tool
application it can be in English, Finnish,
Swedish, Danish or Norwegian. All the
joint tool applications are in English.
The content of MCL is:
� Global/World information page, which
has links to country specific pages
which contain information on official
as well as cultural www-information.

� Foreigner-information, which contains
information foreigners should know
about Finland whether an immigrant,
a refugee or a tourist.

� Article databases, which contain articles
on multicultural themes - anyone can
send articles to MCL -editors.

� Library information page
� Helsinki-Finland information page
The work is done in Finland, but it is di-
rectly available for otherNordic countries
through the net, and likewise the work
done in other Nordic countries is availa-
ble in Finland.
In time, all the MCL work will form

a unified whole, and through the
individual aspects forming the whole it is
possible to see the great variety of different
cultures that the world is composed of.To
provide information on the world�s
various cultures is to defend them at the
same time - what better function could
there possibly be for the Nordic, or any
other, public libraries?

Does cultural Diversity reach outside
the EU Borders?
For the end of my presentation I want to
raise some questions.
Libraries think traditionally that they

are self-evidently an anti-racist and
tolerant element in their communities.
But has this remained a cliché compared
with the present situation? Have we
examples of active and future-oriented ac-
tions in this field? Maybe some of you
have heard about opposite examples in
four cities in Southern France, where the
extreme right-wing party Front National
won local elections in the mid-�90s. After
that an efficient political wiping got
through also to the library shelves, and
the first to be excluded were daily papers

from North African countries. Later e.g.
fairy tale books with stories from all over
the world have been banned. Nowadays
educated librarians have left those cities
� they could no longer respect themselves
as professionals under the circumstances.
The international library community

has taken these problems on its agenda.
In 1997, IFLA, International Federation
of Library Associations and Institutions,
founded an office for enhancing freedom
of expression and access to information
via libraries. The FAIFE office is located
in Copenhagen, thanks to the generosity
of the Danish Government and the City
of Copenhagen. The work is in its
beginning, libraries begin to focus to this
topic, too, but we are still lacking concrete
examples. In the end this work is done on
local level.
EU has also adopted culture and citi-

zenship as important areas of its policy.
In culture, multilingual and cultural di-
versity are important sub-themes. But
does this policy cover languages and cul-
tures outside Europe? Does the new Cul-
ture 2000 programme recognise the needs
of people with non-European back-
grounds living and working in Europe?
And what about national library

policies and strategies? Recently several
such papers have been published or are
just now in preparation. Inmost cases they
are inspired by and in connection with
national information society strategies.
Do they see this user group?

Reception at the
Royal Danish Library
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This conference makes me extre-
mely optimistic. That may make
my 5 minutes� remarks a little

pathetic - I apologize in advance for that.
And to reveal the question:what is the

most impressive thing;what will I remem-
ber; what is, from a historical point, the
important thing? My answer is: the par-
ticipants list! Representatives from 31
countries gathered not only on a vision
that we share and have shared for many
years, but on a very specific vision. That is
the remarkable thing. I think we all share
a vision of an enlightened world. We
share an experience - the experience that
a door may open to a bigger room and
another one and later on yet another one,
thus making the world bigger and more
enlightened, and we all have the experi-
ence especially with books in this role.
Andmost others also with a good teacher,
a librarian or a friend. I think that is the
basic of the profession on whatever con-
ditions it is run. And we want to share
that experience with others - or to use it
as a tool.
But we have a more narrow concep-

tion here, we have an ideal of what the
future public library is. And what makes
me optimistic is that actually 5 years ago
it would have been impossible to make a
conference like this. It would certainly
have been impossible 10 years ago, but
even 5 years ago, if I may remind you,
we discussed library bypass. There was a
rather negative atmosphere about
libraries. Would they survive in an elec-
tronic environment? Actually, we didn�t
know.And even if some of us believed it,
we were quite uncertain.
Many of you here were involved in

the PLIS study - the Public Libraries and
Information Society study that was the
first work package of PubliCA - which
was published in 1997 but was written in
1995 and 1996. I had the happy experi-
ence to conduct that study. I remember
whenwe set up the vision, the basic vision,
which is today self-evident, but we were
quite uncertain that it was the right vision.
We set up the vision of an updated library

in every European community. We could
see this updated library as excellent ex-
amples throughout Europe - but very, very
few. A ridiculous minority compared to
the 40,000 libraries in the European Un-
ion at that moment. And since then Eu-
rope has become bigger. It has evenmore
libraries.
I will remind you of what the basic

vision was at that time, the vision we were
uncertain of. It was a library that offers
access to the human record in whatever
form it might be stored; which is point-
ing to cultural heritage and cultural di-
versity. It was a lending collection of
printed and digitised media. It offers ac-
cess to networks and support for net
navigation information searching. Work-
stations for customers - I might add to-
day: goodworkstations for customers; that
is quite important. And good networks.
Open learning and training opportuni-
ties; a physical place offering various
meeting facilities; electronic documents
delivery services; and we pointed out that
the updated librarywill be part of a world-
wide library network; it will co-operate
closely with other educational and
memory institutions; it will be a commu-
nity information provider and will offer
special services to various user groups.
Youmight see that what is not stressed

here is the role of libraries in relation to
democracy. But that is stressed in the
Copenhagen Declaration. My point is
that at this time this was not self-evident -
only to a small group. And it is not self-
evident today in the sense that we haven�t
realised this, but it is more or less self-
evident as what we are aiming at and that
has happened within two or three years.
That is incredible! That is really incre-
dible. And it makes an extremely optimis-
tic position for public libraries, I think.
So what we are about to do when we

agree on the agenda is to extend it even
more. And that is what we are going to
do with the Copenhagen Declaration,
which I suppose will be accepted: it makes
us move a step further. And that is very
important.

JensThorhauge,
the Danish National
LibraryAuthority,

Denmark

Summary 1
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Victoriano Colodron,
Technical Adviser,

Ministry of Education and Culture,
Spain

What I will try to do is to point
out what I have found to be
more interesting during the

conference, from a Spanish point of view.
While doing so I will provide you with
very brief information on what�s happe-
ning now in Spain as regards the promo-
tion of the role of public libraries in the
information society. I have selected four
issues that have beenmentioned by several
speakers during the conference, and I will
very briefly comment on all of them.
The first one is democracy and citi-

zenship. What I would like to stress about
this is something which has been said by
different speakers, and it is the idea that
one of themost outstanding contributions
public libraries can make to the develop-
ment of a really democratic information
society is by helping people to take part
in that society in an active way; producing
contents, information, knowledge, and
not only consuming what has been
produced by others.
In this regard some very clear state-

ments have beenmade during these days.
Mrs. Ryynänen told us about the increa-
sing attention paid to the democratic as-
pect of the information society and said
that public libraries have been identified
as key agents for achieving that.Mr.Shim-
mon highlighted the public libraries� con-
tribution to what he called �a healthy de-
mocracy�. Mr. O�Mahony explained to
us how Irish public libraries are going to
provide free access to workstations so that
users can create their own content as a
way of getting a more participative de-
mocracy.And finallyMrs.Karun said that
it is individuals - responsible and well-in-
formed individuals - who create real de-
mocracy.
The second thing I wanted to empha-

size is the need of action at all authority
levels, from the local one to the European
one, going through regional and national
policies and strategies. It was a represent-
ative from the local level, Mr. José Car-
reira Marques, who presented the Portu-
guese national strategy at this interna-
tional conference.This seems tome a sign

or of the importance of the commitment
to the development of public libraries by
municipalities as the direct responsible in
most of our countries for the provision
of this kind of local services.
Both Mr. Koukiadis and Mr. Tro-

hopoulos from Greece stressed the key
role of regions for the development of the
information society and the support for
public libraries. And this is particularly
suitable for a country like Spain with a
very strong regional dimension, which is
almost a federal country. On the Euro-
pean level of course we have the talks by
Mrs. Ryynänen and Mr. Smith. From
Spain we feel that both the Resolution of
the European Parliament and the initia-
tives taken by the European Commission
are highly valuable and useful in order to
support national and regional actions. I
just would like to mention another key
document which has beenmentioned this
morning, which will be the Council of
Europe Recommendation on Library
Legislation in Europe.
As for the national level, I would like

to make you know what is going on in
Spain, because we are just now in a criti-
cal moment, and I will tell you why. The
Ministry of Education and Culture,
through the Directorate General of
Books, Archives and Libraries, intends to
launch an action plan based on the con-
sideration of public libraries as a gateway
to an information society for all. This ac-
tion plan,which is currently in the process
of being defined with precision, will rein-
force and will build on our previous per-
manent programmes and policies in this
matter. I will not go into details describ-
ing the different actions and projects com-
prised in this plan, but I would like to let
you know some of its main objectives, so
that you get a general idea of what we
are planning to do.
First objective is to generate a wide-

spread social awareness about the impor-
tance of public libraries at the service of
the general public. Second is to raise
municipalities� commitment to the
development of public libraries. The third
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objective is to promote and extend among
public librarians the skills and attitudes
that are essential for the development of
the public libraries in the information era.
To demonstrate the potential of public
libraries as centres of information by
using technologies, and to increase the
presence and visibility of Spanish public
libraries on the Internet.
When I said that this was a critical

moment in Spain, I was talking about
happy coincidence and a challenge, be-
cause while we were working on this plan
just a few months ago, the government
announced the preparation for a national
strategic initiative for the development of
the information society. Now every
ministry is being consulted and asked to
contribute to this initiative. So we are
facing now the challenge to gain an im-
portant space in the national initiative for
our public libraries plan.
The third topic I wanted to highlight,

very briefly, is co-operation, considered as
a key tool for public libraries in the infor-
mation society. It was really interesting to
hear how the Irish strategy includes the
creation of a national network of public
libraries, and how the draft for the new
Danish Library Act stresses the need for
more co-operation between public libra-
ries.
I would just like to tell you that library

co-operation is one of ourmain concerns
and responsibilities at the Spanish
Ministry of Education and Culture, and
we are committed since 1996 to the crea-
tion of a solid co-operation platformwith
regions inmatters of public libraries. And
this is a specific subject, public library co-
operation, that we will discuss in depth
next week in the fourth seminar of Pub-
lic Library Issues in the Nordic Countries
and in the Southern Europe, which will
take place in Spain.
And finally, mentions to cultural and

linguistic diversity made during the con-
ference have been particularly close to our
interests and concerns in Spain,both from
a national and an international perspec-
tive. From a national point of view be-
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Yesterday I promised Jan [van
Vaerenberg] to write a poem
during the night, but I didn�t keep

my promise. That is why I would like to
start my short summing up with an even
shorter story. Once a professor of library
and information science asked his doc-
toral students after they had discussed the
low image the libraries had in their coun-
try, �What shall we do with the library
business, guys?� �Close it!�, was the an-
swer of one of the smartest.
Listening to Mr. Ross Shimmon�s

presentation yesterday I thought: is it so
indeed that the outside world, and espe-
cially the media, start paying attention to
libraries when they are being closed or
turned into pubs? We professionals
working in the library and information
business, we know that public libraries are
important; that they have potential and
power. It is them that we have to - and
want to - convince: opinion leaders,
media, politicians. And I thought: Isn�t
that what this is all about?
But I�m also aware that there is

another side; there is a mission and a role
that libraries themselves have to play and
to demonstrate their position acting as
real centres of excellence, innovation and
dynamism. Coming from the part of the
world where we have the painful experi-
ence of how easily the public libraries can
be ideologically indoctrinated and
become a tool in the hands of politicians,
we have a real concern about trans-
forming public libraries into democratic,
open, multicultural and multifunctional
institutions, how to safeguard their role
as providers of free and equal access to
information, knowledge and experience.

For such a task one certainly needs not
only money, but also imagination and in-
spiration. Exchange of ideas and innova-
tive practices building human and infor-
mation networks are crucial. Wasn�t this
conference about that? Therefore I con-
sider this PubliCA Conference an ex-
tremely important initiative. During the
recent decadeNordic public libraries have
become a source of inspiration for many
professionals in my country and the en-
tire Baltic region. But also Pan-European
initiatives that were mentioned during
these days such asTelematics for Libraries
Programme, PLIS study,Mrs. Ryynänen�s
work and her own initiative report, Pub-
liCA and other initiatives cannot be over-
estimated. These are the guidelines and
inspiring examples of how public libraries
can be revitalised in the Information So-
ciety.
I would like to express strong support

to the CopenhagenDeclaration and high
appreciation for PubliCA, organisers,
speakers and participants of this con-
ference, as they strengthened my opti-
mism (as well as Jan�s) and belief that
public libraries are �Something for
Everyone�. And talking about beliefs.
Those of you who have picked up a blue
sheet with presentation on Lithuanian
public libraries could read - if you have a
magnifier, because it was in such a small
print - there was a sentence in the end:
�If public libraries were not established
100 years ago, we ought to invent them
now�. I certainly borrowed this from some
source that I cannot identify, but when
yesterday I read in the booklet on �Ex-
perimental and Development Projects
within Aarhus Municipal Libraries� here
inDenmark and found the same sentence,
I certainly felt that we belong to the same
religion. Isn�t it what this is all about?

Audrone Glosiene,
Head of Department of Library

Science, Faculty of Communication,
Vilnius University,

Lithuania
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cause we have of course a common
language, Spanish, spoken throughout the
country, but we have as well some regional
languages and a very rich cultural diver-
sity. And public libraries in our country
are getting more and more aware of the
contribution and the role they can play
in preserving that local and regional di-
versity and giving access to it, as well as
in giving access to foreign cultural wealth.
And from an international point of

view I would like to add that one of the
most outstanding phenomena of the cur-
rent globalization process is the constitu-
tion of blocks or groups of countries
mainly for political, geographical and eco-
nomical reasons. And public libraries can
contribute to develop the cultural dimen-
sion of those blocks of countries. Let me
tell you about the experience promoted
by Spain within what is known as the
Iberoamerican Community made up of
Spanish speaking and Portuguese spea-
king countries on the American continent
and in Europe, comprising of course Por-
tugal and Spain. Just one year agowe cre-
ated the Iberoamerican Forum of
National Bodies in charge of Public Li-
braries as a permanent framework for co-
operation in the field of public libraries.
And different projects have already been
defined and launched so that public
libraries become active agents in reinfor-
cing the existing cultural and linguistic
links in the Iberoamerican Community.
This leads to my final words just to

announce to you that we will disseminate
the results and the conclusions of this
conference throughout the Spanish
speaking public library community, as we
have been doing in the last years with all
the European initiatives like the PLIS
study, which we translated into Spanish
and distributed widely in the Spanish
speaking countries.
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Albania
Country Contact:
Mr. Ramazan Vozga
Manager, Library Training Centre
National Library,
Scanderbeg Square
Tirana, Albania
e-mail: vozgar@altavista.net

Austria
Mrs. Dr. Brigitte Böck
Ministry of Education
BMUK Abt. IV/4
Schreyvolgelgasse 2, 1010 Wien

Dr. Franz Pascher,
Präsident Büchereiverband
Österreichs
Lange Gasse 37, 1080 Wien

Country Contact:
Mag. Gerald Leitner
Secretary General
Büchereiverband Österreichs
Lange Gasse 37, Pf 126,
1080 Wien
Tel : +43 1406 97 2211
Fax : +43 1406 35 9422
e-mail: leitner@city.at

Belarus
Country Contact:
Mrs. Liudmila Kiriuchina
Member of the Board,
Belarusian Library Association.
Deputy Director of the
National Library of Belarus.
Chyrvonaarmejskaja, 9,
220636 Minsk
Tel : +375 172 275 316
Fax : +375 172 292 494
e-mail: sol@nacbibl.minsk.by

Belgium
Mr. Jos Van Rillaar
Directeur Generaal
Administratie Cultuur
Parochiaanstraat 15, 1000 Brussel

Mr. Geert Roelandts
Ministry Flemish Community
Markiesstraat 1, 1000 Brussel
Tel : +32 2 507 42 15
Fax : +32 2 507 42 39
e-mail :
geert.roelandts@vlaanderen.be

Country Contact:
Mrs.Marija Segota Novak
Rijeka City Library
(Gradska Knjiznica Rijeka)
M. Gupca 23, HR-51000 Rijeka
Tel : +385 51 215 388
Fax: +385 51 338 609
e-mail : marijasn@gkri.hr

Czech
Mrs. Petra Miturova
Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic, Ministerstvo kultury CR
Tr. Milady Horákové 139,
160 00 Praha 6
Tel : +4202/57085216
Fax : +4202/33322457
email : miturovp@mkcr.cz

Mr. Vojtech Balik
President of the Czech Library
Association and Director of the
National Library of the Czech
Republic, Narodni knihovna CR
Klementinum 190, 110 01 Praha 1
Tel : +4202/2166 32 62-4202/24
2132 76
Fax : +4202/21 663 26- 4202/24 22
77 96

Country Contact:
Mr. Vit Richter
President of Association of
Librarians and Information
Professionals of Czech Republic
Narodni knihovna CR
Klementinum 190, 110 01 Praha 1
Tel : +4202/21 663 338
Fax : +4202/2222 0362
e-mail : vit.richter@nkp.cz

Denmark
Mrs. Elsebeth Gerner Nielsen
Minister of Culture
Postboks 2140, 1015,
Nybrogade 2, 1203 Copenhagen K
Tel : +45 3392 3370
Fax : +45 3391 3388

Mr. Borge Sorensen
Copenhagen Municipal Libraries
Krystalgade 15,
1172 Copenhagen S
Tel : +45 3366 4650
Fax : +45 3366 7061
e-mail :
borge_sorensen@kult.kk.dk

Mrs.Winnie Vitzansky
Director Danish
Library Association
Vesterbrogade 20, 5,
1620 Copenhagen V
Tel : +45 3325 0935
Fax : +45 3325 7900
e-mail : wv@dbf.dk

Country Contact:
Mr. Jan Van Vaerenbergh
Library Director
Centrale Openbare Bibliotheek
Leuven
Leopold Vanderkelenstraat 28, 3000
Leuven
Tel : +32 16 20 83 10
Fax : +32 16 23 40 06
e-mail:
jan.van.vaerenbergh@pophost.eunet.be

Bulgaria
Mrs. Maria Rusinova
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Culture
17 Alexander Stamboliiski Blvd.,
1040 Sofia
Tel : +359 2 981 8145
Fax : +359 2 987 4340

Mr Alexander Dimchev
President Bulgarian Library
Association ULISO,
4 Slaveikov Square, 1000 Sofia
Tel : +86 42 64
Fax : +87 07 34
e-mail :
dimchev@ns.sclg.uni-sofia.bg

Country Contact:
Mrs. Vanya Grashkina
St. Cyril and Methodius National
Library
88 Levski Blvd., 1504 Sofia
Tel : +359 2 882 811
Fax : +359 2 881 600
e-mail :
grashkina@daisy.nl.acad.bg

Croatia
Mrs. Branka Sulc
Deputy Minister
Administration for Publishing,
Libraries, Museums, Art and
Computerisation
The Ministry of Culture of Republic
of Croatia
Trg burze 6, HR-10000 Zagreb

Mrs. Ivana Soljacic-Richter
Deputy President Croatian Library
Association KNJIZNICE GRADA
ZAGREBA (Zagreb Public Libraries)
KNJIZNICA AUGUSTA CE-
SARCA (The A.Cesarca Libraries)
Radauseva 7. 10000 Zagreb
Tel : ++385-1-21-87-29
Tel/fax : ++385-1-23-04-089

PARTICIPANTS LIST
The following is a complete list of participants of the
conference �Something for Everyone� in Copenhagen on
October 14/15th 1999.

MrMogens Damm
President
Danish Library Association
Vesterbrogade 20, 5, 1620 Copenha-
gen V
Tel : +45 3325 0935
Fax : +45 3325 7900

Mr. Jens Thorhauge
Director Danish National Library
Authority
Nyhavn 31E, 1051 Copenhagen K
Tel : +45 3373 3373
Fax : +45 3373 3372
e-mail : jth@bs.dk

Mr. Jacob Winding
President, Union af Danish
Librarians
Lindevangs Allé 2
2000 Frederiksbjerg
Tel: +45 3888 2233
Fax : +45 3888 3201
e-mail : jw@bf.dk

Mr. Per Nyeng
Union af Danish Librarians
Lindevangs Allé 2
2000 Frederiksbjerg
Tel: +45 3888 1770
Fax : +45 3888 3101
e-mail : pn@bf.dk

Ms. Tina Pihl
Information Officer,
Danish Library Association
Vesterbrogade 20, 5,
1620 Copenhagen V
Tel : +45 3325 0935
Fax : +45 3325 7900
e-mail : tp@dbf.dk

Country Contact:
Mr. Rolf Hapel
Library Director
Municipal Libraries of Aarhus
Moellegade 1, 8000 Aarhus C
Tel : +45 8730 4500
Fax : +45 8730 4639
e-mail : hapel@bib.aarhus.dk

Estonia
Mrs. Katrin Niklus
Vice-President Estonian
Librarians Association.
Rapla Central Library
5 Lasteaia, 79513 Rapla

Country Contact:
Mrs. Krista Talvi
National Library Tallin
Tonismagi 2, EE 1000
Tel : +372 6 307 129
Fax : +372 6 311 410
e-mail : nlib@nlib.ee

Republic
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Finland
Mr. Barbro Wigell-Ryynanën
Counsellor of Library Affairs,
Ministry of Education
Meritullinkatu 10, POB 293
FIN-00171 Helsinki
Tel : +3589 134 171
Fax : +3589 135 9335

Ms. Tuula Martikainen
Vice-President Finnish Library
Association (FLA)
Tampere City Library
P.O.Box 152, 33101 Tampere

Ms. Mirja Ryynänen
71670 Ahkionlahti,
00530 Helsinki

Mrs.Tuula Haavisto
Hakaniemenkatu 7 A 33
00530 Helsinki

Country Contact:
Mrs.Maija Berndtson
Director Helsinki City Library
PO Box 128, 00521 Helsinki
e-mail : maija.berndtson@lib.hel.fi

France
Mrs. Claudine Lieber
Inspection générale
des bibliothèques
Ministère de la Culture et de la
Communication
Ministère de l�éducation
Nationale, de la recherche et de la
technologie
27 Avenue de l�Opéra,
75001 Paris
Tel : +33 1 40 15 73 68
Fax : +33 1 40 15 74 04

Country Contact:
Mrs. Florence Poncé
International and European Matters.
Ministère de la Culture
Direction du livre et de la lecture
27 Avenue de l�Opera,
75001 Paris
Tel : +33 01 40 15 73 01
Fax : +33 01 40 15 74 04
e-mail : florence.ponce@culture.fr

Germany
Mr. Aloys Lenz
Haingaerten 6,
63538 Grosskrotzenburg
Tel : ++6186/2737
Fax : ++6168/2743

Country Contact:
Mrs. Barbara Lison
Director Stadtbibliothek Bremen
Friedrich-Ebert-strasse,
28199 Bremen
Tel : +49 421 361 4046
Fax : +49 421 361 6903
e-mail :
bali@gatekeeper.stabi.uui.bremen.de

Greece
ISTAR Speaker:
Mr. Ioannis Koukiadis
Professor of Law
University of Thessaloniki
Politexniou 47,
54625 Thessaloniki

Country Contact:
Mr. Ioannis Trohopoulos
Library Director
Veria Central Public Library
Ierarhon 1, 59100 Veria
e-mail : ioannis@libver.gr

Hungary
Dr. Judit Skaliczki
Head of Library Department
Ministry of National Cultural
Heritage. Budapest Szalay u. 10-14,
H-1884
Tel/fax: +836 1 331 2527

Dr. Zoltán Ambrus
President Association
of Hungarian Librarians
Békés Megyei Könyvtár,
5600 Békéscsaba

Country Contact:
Ibolya Billedi
Becsi ut 193, 1032 Budapest
Tel/fax : +36 1 367 2996
e-mail : ili@iris.kkt.bme.hu

Iceland
Mrs. Thordis Thorarinsdottir
Director Icelandic Library Associa-
tion
P.O.Box 1497, IS-124 Reykjavik
e-mail : thordis@ismennt.is

Country Contact:
Mrs. Anna Torfadottir
Director Reykjavik City Library
Thingholtstraeti 27, 101 Reykjavik
Tel : +354 5527155
Fax : +353 5514643
e-mail : at@skyrr.is

Ireland
Mr.TomO�Mahony,
Assistant Secretary Department of
the Environment and Local Gove-
rnment, Custom House, Dublin 1

Mrs. Norma McDermott
Director Library Council,
53&54 Upper Mount Street,
Dublin 2
Tel : +353 1 676 1167/676 1963
Fax : +353 1 676 6721

Country Contact:
Mrs. Deirdre Ellis-King
Director
Dublin Corporation Public Libraries
Cumberland House (2nd floor)
Fenian Street, E-2 Dublin
e-mail : deelisk@iol.ie

Latvia
Mr. Jãnis Turlajs
Senior official Ministry of Culture
K. Valdemãra Str. 11a,
LV-1364 Riga
Tel : +371 7333667
Fax : +371 7227916

Mrs. Dzintra Mukãne
Member of the board
Library Association of Latvia
K. Barona Str. 14, LV-1423 Riga
Tel : +371 7289874
Fax : +371 7280851
e-mail : dzintram@lbi.inb.lv

Country Contact:
Mrs. Dzidra Smita
K. Barona Str. 14, LV-1423 Riga
Tel./fax : +371 7312807
e-mail : bibldien@lbi.inb.lv

Lithuania
Mrs. Ina Marciulionyte
Vice-minister of Culture
Ministry of Culture
J. Basanaviciaus 5
Vilnius, LT-2600
Fax : +3702 22 63 87

Mrs. Aldona Kerpyte
Lithuanian Librarians�
Association
Sv. Ignoto 6-108
LT-2600 Vilnius

Country Contact:
Mrs. Audrone Glosiene
Head Department
of Library Science,
Faculty of Communication
Vilnius University,
Universiteto 3
LT-2734 Vilnius
Tel : +370 2 76 89 75
Fax : +370 2 76 89 57
e-mail : audra.glosiene@kf.vu.lt

Netherlands
Mr. Jacques Malschaert
Nederlandse Bibliotheek Dienst
Veursestraatweg 280,
2265 CL Leidschendam
Tel : +31 70 3377895
Fax : +31 70 3377899

Mr. Frans Meijer
Directeur gemeentebibliotheek
Rotterdam,
P.O.Box 22140,
3003 DC Rotterdam
Tel : + 3110 4 33 89 11
Fax : + 31 4 33 83 38

Mr. Jan-Ewout van der Putten,
Secretary General Vereniging NBLC,
Postbus 43300
2504 AH Den Haag

Country Contact:
Mrs.Marian Koren
NBLC, Dutch Public Library
Association,
Postbox 43300,
NL-2504 AH The Hague
Tel : +31 70 30 90 115
Fax : +31 70 30 90 200
e-mail : koren@nblc.nl

Norway
Mrs. Kari Hop Skiftesvik,
Vice-president Norwegian Library
Association
Bergen Offentlige Bibliotek
Stromgt. 6, 5015 Bergen
e-mail :
karihs@bergen.folkebibl.no

Country Contact:
Mr. Asbjorn Langeland
Director General
Norwegian Directorate for Public
Libraries
P.O. BOX 8145 Dep.
N-0033 Oslo
Tel : +47 21 02 17 00
Fax : +47 21 02 17 01

Poland
Country Contact:
Mrs. Joanna Skrzypkowska
Biblioteka Publiczna
m.st.warszawy
Ul. Koszykowa 26/28
00-950 Warzawa, skr. Poczt.365
e-mail :
fachowy@sun1.biblpubl.waw.pl

Portugal
Mrs.Maria José Moura
Directora dos Serviços de Bibliotecas
Instituto Português do Livro
e das Bibliotecas
Rua Ocidental
ao Campo Grande 83,
1700 Lisboa
e-mail : mjmoura@iplb.pt

Mr. José Carreira Marques,
Mayor of Beja
Praça da Republica,
7800 BEJA

Country Contact:
Mrs. Anna Runkel
Director Bibliotheca
Municipal de Oeiras
Avenida Brasilia 11 A/B
Urbanizacao Moinho das Antas
2780 Oeiras (PT)
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Romania
Mrs. Delia Ruxandra Mucica
General Secretary of Ministry of
Culture, Ministerul Culturii
Directia Cultura Scrisa-Biblioteci
Publice,
P-ta Presei Libere Nr.1,
Bucuresti 70341

Mr. Traian Brad
President National Association
of Public Libraries and Librarians
from Romania,
Biblioteca Judeteana �Octavian
Goga� Cluj
Plata Stefan cel Mare nr 1,
3400 Cluj-Napoca,
e-mail :
traian_brad_bjc@hotmail.com

Country Contact:
Mrs. Calina Retisan
Biblioteca Judeteana �Octavian
Goga� Cluj,
Plata Stefan cel Mare nr 1,
3400 Cluj-Napoca
Tel : 0040 64 430323
e-mail : calina_retisan@hotmail.com

Russian
Country Contact:
Mrs. Zhadko Natalia
Director �Rudomino School�
Library for Foreign Literature
Nikoloyamskaya Street 1,
Moscow 109189

Slovak
Mr. Andrea Doktorova
Director Dept. of Museums,
Galeries and Libraries. Ministry of
Culture of Slovak Republic
Dobrovicova 12,
813 31 Bratislava
Tel : +4217 59391 115
Fax : +4217 59391 134

Mr. TiborTrgina
General Director University Library
Bratislava,
Michalska 1, 814 17 Bratislava
Tel : +4217 5443 3247
fax : +4217 5443 4246

Country Contact:
Mr. Alojz Androvic
Univerzitna Kniznica Bratislava
81417 Bratislava Michalska 1
Tel : +42 75 331 154
Fax : +42 75 334 958
e-mail : androvic@ulib.sk

Slovenia
Mrs. Jelka Gazvoda
Ministry of Culture
Cankarjeva 5, 1000 Ljubljana
Tel : +386 61 178 59 16

Country Contact:
Breda Karun
Deputy Director,
Kniznica Otona Zupancica
1000 Llubljana
Tel : +386 61 216 828
Fax : +386 61 126 4073
e-mail : breda@lj-oz.sik.si

Spain
Mr. Victoriano Colodron
Consejero Tecnico de la Subdirec-
cion General de Coordinacion
Bibliotecaria, Ministerio de
Educacion y Cultura,
Plaza del rey 1,
28004 Madrid.
Tel : +3491 701 7000
Fax : +3491 701 7005
e-mail :
victoriano.colodron@dglab.mcu.es

Country Contact:
Mrs Assumpta Bailac,
Diputacio de Barcelona
Urgell 187, 08036 Barcelona
Tel : 3493 4022241
fax : 3493 4022488
e-mail : bailacpa@diba.es

Sweden
Mrs. Elisabeth Norinder
Swedish Library Association
Saltmätargatan 3A, P.O.Box 3127
S-103 62 Stockholm
Tel: +46 8 545 132 30
Fax : +46 8 545 132 31

Mrs. Eva Matsson
Manager of a branch section
in the Public Library Västerås
Skiljebo bibliotek,
Skiljeboplatsen 1,
S-723 41 Västerås

Country Contact:
Mr. Bengt Källgren
Regionbibliotek Västra Götaland
Box 5404
S-402 29 Göteborg
e-mail : bengt.kallgren@nfk.hb.se

UK
Mr. AlanWatkin
Chief Leisure-Libraries
& Culture officer
County Borough of Wrex-ham,
Library and Arts Centre,
Hill Street, Roxburgh House,
Wrexham-Clwyd LL11 1SN
Tel : +44 1978352947
Fax : +44 1978361876
e-mail :
alan.watkin@wrexham.gov.uk

Mrs. Heather Kirby
Central Library Croydon
Katharine Street,
Croydon CR9 1ET
Tel : +44 181 253 1000
e-mail :
hkirby@library.croydon.gov.uk

Country Contact:
Mr. Chris Batt
Library and Information
Commission
5th Floor, 19-29 Woburn Place,
London Wc1H OLU
Tel : +44 171 273 8725
Fax : +44 171 273 8701
e-mail: chris.batt@lic.gov.uk

Ukraine
Mrs. Tetiana Prokosheva
Library and Information
Networks Dpt.
Ministry of Culture
and Arts of Ukraine

Mrs. Valentyna Pashkova
President Ukrainian Library
Association.
63 Melnikova Str.,
252050 Kyiv, Ukraine
Tel : +38044 213 2532
e-mail : pashkova@usis.kiev.ua

Country Contact:
Mrs.Hanna Voskresens�ka
Foreign Publications Dpt.,
National Parliamentary Library of
Ukraine; ULA Presidium member,
Tel/fax: +38044 263 70 79
e-mail : npbu@Alpha.rada.kiev.ua

Bertelsmann
foundation
Mrs. Bettina Windau
Bereich Öffentliche Bibliotheken
- Public Libraries Division
Carl-Bertelsmann-Strasse 256,
Postfach 103, 33311 Gütersloh
Tel : + 52 41 81 71 38
Fax : + 52 41 81 60 98. E-mail :
bettina.windau@bertelsmann.de

DBC
Danish Library Centre A/S
Mr.Mogens Brabrand Jensen
Managing Director
Dansk BiblioteksCenter A/S
Tempovej 7-11, 2750 Ballerup
Tel : +45 44 86 77 00

DG XIII
C.E.C.-D.G.XIIIE-2:

Cultural Heritage Applications

Mr. Bernard Smith,
Head of Unit DGXIII/E2
Euroforum Building,
2920 Luxembourg
e-mail :
bernard.smith@lux.dg13.cec.be

Eblida
Mrs. Britt Marie Häggström
President
P.O. Box 43300,
NL-2504 AH The Hague
e-mail :
bmha.dik@akademikerhuset.se

Mrs. Barbara Schleihagen
Director. P.O. Box 43300
NL-2504 AH The Hague
e-mail: eblida@nblc.nl

Education for
Change
Mr. Rob Davies
Education for Change
United House, North Road, London
N79 DP
Tel : +44 171 697 8881
Fax : +44 171 697 8883
e-mail : rob.davies@efc.co.uk

Mr. David Fuegi
Education for Change
United House, North Road
London N79 DP
Tel : +44 [0] 1206 520110
Fax : +44 [0] 870 164 0197

IFLA
Mr. Ross Shimmon
IFLA headquarters,
P.O.Box 95312
NL-2509 CH The Hague
Tel : +31 70 3140884
Fax : +31 70 3834827

ISTAR
Mr. Leo Crossey
Library Headquarters
Western Education & Library Board
1 Spillars Place
Omagh, Co Tyrone, BT78 1HL

Mrs. Ann Peoples
Library Headquarters,
Western Education and Library
Board, 1 Spillars Place,
Omagh, Co Tyrone, BT78 1HL

Mrs.Mary Rowlatt
Information Services Manager,
Essex County Council Libraries
PO Box 882, Market Road
Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 1LH

Mrs. Stella Barbaroussi
Labout Institute of General
Confederation of Greek workers,
Edessis 3, 59100 Veria

Mr. Colin Attenborough
67 Little Yeldham Road
Little Yeldham, Essex CO9 4LN
Tel : +44(0) 1787 237 192
e-mail : colina@globalnet.co.uk

Secretariat
Mrs. Annette Tjerrild
Aarhus Kommunes Biblioteker
Mollegade 1, 8000 Aarhus C
Tel: + 45 8730 4676
Email: at@bib.aarhus.dk

Mrs. Pascale Van Dinter
Centrale Openbare Bibliotheek
Leuven
L. Vanderkelenstraat 28,
3000 Leuven
Tel : +32 16 20 83 10
Email : publica@pophost.eunet.be

Republic

Federation
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